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‘VicForests has demonstrated that it
balances the need to operate profitably
with the need to support industry and
socio-economic sustainability’
Victorian Auditor-General, 2013
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Performance at a glance
2013–14

2012–13

Production
Area harvested (ha)
Clearfell

1,467

1,527

Seed tree

1,344

1,375

Uneven-aged

93

290

Regrowth retention

17

n.a.

Thinning

51

135

Total
Number of coupes

2,972

3,327 *

230

230

Sawlog (E+)

479,336

498,381

Residual

719,650

743,352

Firewood

14,918

17,986

1,213,904

1,259,719

0

156

Volume harvested (m3)

Total
Area established (ha)
Self-regenerated (ha)
Area sown (ha)

2,242 **

3,241

Total

2,242

3,397

Area handed back (ha)

4,683

5,726

20,410

20,732

98

112

438

413

Number employee lost time
injuries

0

4

Number contractor lost time
injuries

6

6

Total revenue ($000)

105,811

106,304

Total expenses ($000)

103,621

105,307

3,411

802

Seed in store (kg)

People
Number employees (FTE)
Number contractors engaged

Financial

Net profit after tax ($000)

* The 2012-13 area harvested by clearfall and seed tree have decreased slightly (12ha) from those
reported last year following a project to review all past harvesting history mapping and data
** Includes 73ha planted
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Chief Executive
Officer’s report
I am pleased to report that during 2013-14
VicForests made significant progress on our
three key goals that were outlined in last year’s
Statement of Corporate Intent:
• delivering improved profitability;
• helping secure the long-term future of the
native hardwood timber industry; and
• improving the ecological management of
Victoria’s native forests.

...reflect the
ongoing
viability and
sustainability
of Victoria’s
native timber
industry

Our 2013-14 financial result was the best for a
number of years. We returned a net profit after
tax of $3.4 million, paid a dividend of $250,000
to the State following the profit posted in
2012-13, and are proposing to pay another
dividend of $500,000 based on this year’s result.
These results confirm the Victorian AuditorGeneral’s finding that VicForests is profitable.
Pleasingly, the Auditor-General made a number
of other positive comments about VicForests’
performance, following an audit of the
organisation in late 2013.
These positive financial results are not only
good for VicForests, but more importantly,
reflect the ongoing viability and sustainability
of Victoria’s native timber industry – an
industry that employs thousands of Victorians,
producing renewable, natural and functional
products that are widely used every day and an
industry that has been part of Victoria’s social
fabric for well over one hundred years.
To support the industry’s future, we continued
the Timber Sales Process 2013, a major sawlog
and residual log allocation process that aims
to provide the industry with longer term
supply certainty, enabling it to invest and
innovate, and ultimately to generate longterm economic returns to Victoria from the
harvest and regeneration of our native timber
resources. A large Request for Proposals process
was undertaken in late 2013, and, following
detailed negotiations in accordance with
the process, the majority of contracts will be
entered into during 2014-15.

The Government adopted
all of the advisory group’s 13
recommendations and VicForests
is either wholly or partly
responsible for implementing
ten of these. The adoption of
a regrowth retention harvesting
system in at least 50 per cent of the
ash forest harvested within the range of
Leadbeater’s Possum is one of the biggest
changes to forest management practices in
Victoria in recent years. In addition, over 6,000
hectares of ash forest have been added to the
reserve system, aimed at providing further
protection for known colonies of Leadbeater’s
Possum and improving future habitat
availability.
I believe that the invitation extended to
VicForests to contribute to the Leadbeater’s
Possum Advisory Group demonstrates that we
are considered to be a credible and positive
force in identifying and implementing changes
to forest management practices that will
benefit both the environment and the industry.
The awarding of two research grants by the
Australian Research Council to VicForests this
year is further demonstration of the growing
recognition of our role in ecological forest
management.
In addition to these achievements, VicForests
also reported excellent safety results. Safety
is one of our core values and I look forward
to continue working with our employees and
contractors to make our workplaces as safe as
they can be.
In August 2014 we celebrated our ten year
anniversary. As we reflect on the last ten years,
a lot has been achieved, and I thank all who
have been part of VicForests’ history to date.
I also look forward to the opportunities and
challenges before us, and have confidence
that the VicForests team will continue to
deliver superior results that contribute to the
environmental, social and economic wellbeing
of all Victorians.

VicForests’ achievements are not only measured
in dollars, but also by our stewardship of the
environment. We are committed to adopting
forest management practices that demonstrate
the highest levels of environmental care.
A key focus during 2013-14 was contributing
to the Leadbeater’s Possum Advisory Group.

Robert Green
CEO
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About VicForests
VicForests was established as a State-owned
business by the Victorian Government in 2003
and commenced operations in August 2004.

Purpose
VicForests’ purpose is to operate a responsible
business that generates the best community
value from the commercial management of
Victoria’s State forests.

Role
The business is responsible for determining
the volume of timber that can be harvested
sustainably from State forests in eastern
Victoria, and then planning and managing
the sale, harvest and supply of the timber, and
regrowing the forest following harvest.

Our operations are managed from nine
regional Victorian locations, with a corporate
support office in Melbourne.
During 2013-14 VicForests supplied nearly
500,000m3 of sawlogs, over 750,000m3 of
residual logs, and 15,000m3 of firewood and
other products to over 40 customers across
eastern Victoria.
Most of our customers are located in regional
communities across southern and eastern
Victoria as well as southern New South Wales.

State Forest
National Parks and other reserves

Ouyen

Horsham

VicForests regions

Bendigo

Ballarat

Warrnambool

4

Alexandra
Central Highlands
Healesville
Powelltown
Noojee
Melbourne
Erica

Geelong

Figure 1: VicForests Regions
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Ovens

Bendoc
Swifts Creek
East Gippsland
Orbost

Values

Safe

Professional

Sustainable

We aim for Zero
Harm in all that
we do

We operate in an
ethical, efficient
and accountable
manner

We respect and
care for our
environment and
the communities
in which we
operate

Customer
Focused
We are
responsible in
our commercial
dealings

About this report
This report covers the period 1 July 2013 to 30
June 2014, and should be read in conjunction
with our Annual Report, which can be found at
www.vicforests.com.au.
This is VicForests’ eighth annual Sustainability
Report and the third to align with the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI). This year we have
reported in accordance with the GRI G4
Guidelines ‘Core’ application level. The report
has been independently assessed by Net
Balance as meeting the requirements of a
‘Core’ application level report.

All of VicForests’ operations are covered in this
report. There are no specific limitations to the
report, nor significant changes from previous
reports. No re-statements from the 2012-13
Sustainability Report or earlier reports are
necessary and the report does not cover other
entities.

1

External assurance refers to activities designed to result

in published conclusions on the quality of the report and
the information contained within it.

VicForests has chosen not to seek external
assurance1.

VicForests Sustainability Report 2013-14
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Report content
This report focuses on those issues that are
considered ‘material’, that is, those issues that
are of the greatest importance to either our
stakeholders or to our ability to implement our
strategy2.
In 2012 we engaged Net Balance to identify
the topics and issues of most importance
to VicForests’ stakeholders. The output of
this engagement was used to develop the
framework for our last two Sustainability
Reports. This year we asked Net Balance to
review this work by undertaking a four part
materiality test that considered:
• the subject matter reported by our peers;
• the issues concerning VicForests’ activities
that were covered by the media over the last
year;
• VicForests’ corporate strategies, policies
and stated commitments that relate to
sustainability; and

• training and development;
• sustainable forest management; and
• energy, greenhouse gas and air emissions.
GRI G4 asks organisations to determine
the boundary for each material issue. This
essentially requires the organisation to
understand and state where an issue or aspect
impacts within the organisation, outside of
the organisation, or both. Following a review
of our material issues we believe that all have
impacts to differing degrees both within our
organisation and external to our organisation.
As required by GRI G4 we have reported
against all those material issues ranked as
high. Where data exists, we have also reported
against some of the topics ranked as moderate
or lower, using information from a range of
published and unpublished sources.

• VicForests’ risk register, to identify issues
with the potential to incur a financial
penalty for non-compliance.
A survey of stakeholders to identify issues of
high importance was not undertaken this year.
This report continues to use the results of the
stakeholder survey undertaken in 2012.
The materiality test highlighted ten issues of
high importance to both stakeholders and to
VicForests. The topics of highest interest are:
• commercial performance;
• resource security;
• meeting supply commitments;

2

VicForests’ strategy is outlined in its ‘Statement of

Corporate Intent’ which can be found on our website:
www.vicforests.com.au

• biodiversity management;
• carbon sequestration;
• impacts of fire;
• health and safety of staff and contractors;

VicForests Sustainability Report 2013-14
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Prioritisation of issues
high
Carbon sequestration

Concern / interest to stakeholders

Biodiversity management
Meeting
Sustainable forest
supply
management
commitments
Impacts of fire

medium
Protection of
threatened
species

Regional employment

Climate
change

Waste

Job security

Regeneration

Water
supply
and quality

Regional Forest
Agreements

Environmental
compliance
Corporate
governance
Political
engagement

low

Compliance
management

medium

Ability to deliver VicForests’ strategy
Figure 2: Importance of material issues
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Health and
safety of staff
and contractors

Commercial
performance

Market demand
Contractor
management

Carbon
footprint

low

Resource
security

Training and
development
Energy,
greenhouse gas
& air emissions

high

Environment
Sustainability is one of our core values, driving
what we do and how we do it. As trees take
a long time to grow and natural ecosystem
functionality takes many years to return to a
pre-harvest state, best-practice forestry requires
taking a long-term approach.

Scale of operations

The long-term success of our business depends
on the long-term health and resilience of the
forest, therefore ensuring our operations can
be conducted on a sustainable basis is of critical
importance.

Approximately one-third of Victoria is covered
by forest. Nearly four million hectares of this
area of forest is formally reserved in national
parks and other conservation reserves and
about 3.1 million hectares is State forest.

In recent years VicForests has moved from
being primarily focused on timber production
and regeneration to including an additional
focus on the management of forest-dwelling
biodiversity and the impacts of our operations
on the environment in which we work, across
both the stand level and across the broader
landscape. The incorporation of science-based
decision making and adaptive management
processes have also been a key focus of the past
year with significant growth in our research
capacity through various collaborative research
projects.

Of this area of State forest, approximately
494,000 hectares3 (or about six per cent of the
public native forest) is considered available
and suitable for timber production. This area
comprises about 134,000 hectares of ash
eucalypt forest and 360,000 hectares of mixed
species eucalypt forest. This area of forest
is forecast to be harvested over a rotation
(the time between when a stand of trees is
harvested, regrown and then harvested again)
of between 80 and 120 years. All forest is
regrown following harvesting.

This year we have taken a few major
steps towards broadening our role in the
management of Victoria’s State forests – we
were invited by the Victorian Government to
be part of the Leadbeater’s Possum Advisory
Group, we have developed our Regrowth
Retention Harvesting system to implementation
stage, and two of our biodiversity-related
collaborative research proposals (prepared
jointly with the University of Melbourne and
the Department of Environment and Primary
Industries (DEPI) and one with the University of
Tasmania, Forestry Tasmania and the University
of Melbourne) were successful in receiving
linkage grants from the Australian Research
Council.
These steps mark VicForests’ increasing role
in forest management as well as our ongoing
commitment to undertaking high quality
scientific research regarding how best to
manage the forests in which we operate.

When considering the impact that VicForests’
harvesting activities have on the forest
environment, both the scale and intensity of
our operations must be recognised.

In 2013-14, VicForests harvested just under
3,000 hectares of forest, of which just over
1,300 hectares was ash eucalypt forest and
just under 1,600 hectares was mixed species
eucalypt forest. This area of harvest represents
about 0.04 per cent of Victoria’s public native
forests.
Consideration of the scale of harvesting is
important because it provides an indication of
the extent to which ecosystems are disturbed
by human induced operations.
Although the disturbance created by timber
harvesting operations can be viewed negatively
by some in the community, the regeneration
following these operations does create a
variety of forest age classes, thereby supporting
a wider range of habitats and associated
biodiversity.

3

Refer to VicForests’ 2014 Area Statement:

www.vicforests.com.au
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Proportion of public native forest available and suitable for timber
harvesting by VicForests

494,000 ha

Area of public native forest
in Victoria not available or
suitable for harvesting by
VicForests

2,972 ha

Area of public native forest
potentially harvested by
VicForests over 80 - 120 years
Area of forest harvested in
2013 - 14 by VicForests
6,626,000 ha

Reference VicForests’ area statement: www.vicforests.com.au
Figure 3: Proportion of public native forest available and suitable for timber harvesting by
VicForests

Managing for biodiversity and
other conservation values

The department is responsible for ensuring
significant biodiversity values are protected
adequately. This is achieved through:

Along with other government agencies,
VicForests partners with DEPI to manage the
State’s biodiversity.

• maintaining Victoria’s Comprehensive,
Adequate and Representative Reserve
System; which comprises about 64 per cent
of public land, made up of national parks,
conservation reserves, and special protection
zones with State forests;
• overseeing captive breeding programs;

10 VicForests Sustainability Report 2013-14
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• managing pest plant and animals programs;
and

• operate in accordance with all relevant
prescriptions and other regulatory measures;

• preparing Action Statements for threatened
species and ecosystems. These statements
outline all actions to be undertaken to
protect the species or ecosystem in question.

• identify and protect threatened ecosystems
and species, or their habitat, prior to the
commencement of harvesting; and

An outline of the framework that the
department uses to protect the State’s
biodiversity can be found at: www.depi.vic.gov.
au.
VicForests’ role within that framework is to:

• ensure that all harvested areas are
regenerated and regrown. Ensuring the
regrowth of harvested areas is critical to
maintaining overall forest cover as well as
creating a variety of stand ages within the
forest.

• operate only in areas that are zoned for
timber production;

Example of forest zoning in Victoria

Legend
State forest General Management Zone

State forest Special Protection Zone

State forest Code of Forest Practice exclusion

Other parks and reserves

State forest Special Management Zone

National Parks and other reserves

Figure 4: Example of forest zoning in Victoria
Note: VicForests operates within the General Management and Special
Management Zones of State forest but not within Special Protection Zones.
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Protecting threatened species
Although about 94 per cent of Victoria’s
publicly-owned forests are either protected
formally for conservation purposes or
unavailable or unsuitable for timber
harvesting, a number of threatened species
are found within the six per cent of forests in
which VicForests operates. VicForests spends
considerable resources ensuring threatened
species in areas available for harvesting are
protected appropriately.
Prior to any operations commencing we survey
for threatened species and communities. This is
done in a number of stages:
• a desktop assessment, by which all
proposed coupes are checked for values
that are already identified and mapped in a
particular area;
• field survey, by which trained foresters
walk all proposed coupes, specifically to
locate threatened species, their habitat or
threatened vegetation communities;
• targeted species surveys, by which areas
identified as potentially containing
threatened species are surveyed by
appropriately qualified external ecological
consultants and/or trained foresters; and
• targeted research and landscape monitoring.
This occurs where coupe-level surveys may
be less effective for species with large home
ranges that occupy a range of forest areas.

12 VicForests Sustainability Report 2013-14

For a number of specific threatened species,
a verified detection of an individual during
a field assessment within areas planned for
harvesting may result in VicForests:
• designating additional areas for protection
within the VicForests reserve system or
as areas requiring special management
conditions;
• limiting the timing and amount of area
harvested over a particular time;
• changing the shape of a coupe boundary
or the configuration of retained trees or
protected areas within a coupe to protect
identified habitat.
In 2013-14, VicForests continued its pre-harvest
fauna survey program and detected:
• ten Long-footed Potoroos;
• four Powerful Owls;
• one Spot-tailed Quoll; and
• one Sooty Owl.
VicForests also received reports of a number
of third-party detections of the Leadbeater’s
Possum, Giant Burrowing Frog, Yellow-bellied
Glider, and the Greater Glider.
For each of these species, specific areas of
forest were either included in the VicForests
reserve or designated as special management
areas. Table 1 provides a summary of the
VicForests Reserves created for particular
species in areas previously available for timber
production.

Environment

Area of VicForests Reserves* - description of
primary value

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14
(ha)

Total

High conservation values
Rainforest sub-catchment protection

730

Old growth forest protection

730
5,718

Leadbeater’s Possum colony protection
Long-footed Potoroo habitat

795

338

Spot-tailed Quoll habitat

271

5,718

870

870

69

1,473

367

367

Other species
Yellow-bellied Glider habitat

7

61

29

97

Other threatened species
Large forest owl roost tree protection

5

5

Great Glider habitat
Giant burrowing Frog habitat
Orbost spiny Crayfish habitat

12

Other spiny Crayfish species habitat

41

Total

795

398

49

49

269

269

48

60
41

1,482

7,004

9,679

* The area that has been specifically designated by VicForests as a protection reserve but was
previously available for timber production.
Table 1: Area of VicForests Reserves
VicForests also continued to identify
Leadbeater’s Possum habitat and applied the
relevant protection measures, as prescribed
within relevant action statements or regional
forest management plans.

Leadbeater’s Possum Advisory
Group
The Leadbeater’s Possum is a small treedwelling marsupial that lives primarily in
the ash eucalypt forests of Victoria’s Central
Highlands. The possum prefers to live and nest
in large old hollow-bearing trees and feed in
surrounding dense vegetation. Its population
is expected to decline sharply from about the
year 2020 until 2075 due to the collapse of
the hollow-bearing ash trees killed in the 1939
bushfires. The species is listed as endangered.
As noted in VicForests’ 2013 Sustainability
Report, VicForests was invited by the Minister
for Environment and Climate Change and
Minister for Agriculture and Food Security
to be a member of the Leadbeater’s Possum
Advisory Group. The aim of the group was to
provide recommendations on ways to support
the recovery of the Leadbeater’s Possum while
maintaining a sustainable timber industry.
The Advisory Group was chaired by Zoos
Victoria and the Victorian Association of Forest

Industries (VAFI), with representation from
Parks Victoria, VicForests and the Leadbeater’s
Possum Recovery Team.
The Advisory Group met during 2013-14
and, following input from a broad range of
stakeholders and experts and using the most
up to date science and information, developed
a series of recommendations which were
presented to the Ministers in April 2014. The
Victorian Government fully supported the
recommendations made by the Advisory Group
and all thirteen recommendations are being
implemented:
1.

Protect Leadbeater’s Possum colonies

2.

Delay harvesting in areas of anticipated
high probability of occupancy

3.

Transition to retention harvesting

4.

Revise regeneration practices

5.

Buffer old-growth

6.

Amend the definition of Leadbeater’s
Possum Habitat Zone 1A

7.

Target future old growth ash forests for
protection

8.

Fire management of known colonies and
high quality habitat

VicForests Sustainability Report 2013-14
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9.

Install nest boxes

10.

Accelerate hollow development

11.

Translocation

12.

Community engagement

13.

Monitoring and review.

VicForests is either fully or partly responsible
for the implementation of 10 of the 13
recommendations. Following the approval
of the recommendations by the government,
VicForests began to implement those that
impacted on daily operations, including:
• revising VicForests’ guidelines regarding the
identification and protection of Leadbeater’s
Possum Zone 1A habitat;
• applying a 200 metre buffer around all
known Leadbeater’s Possum colonies,
detected in the past 15 years. This has
resulted in the reservation of 870 hectares of
forest;
• applying a 100 metre buffer around all
‘modelled old growth forest’ across the
range of Leadbeater’s Possum. This has
resulted in the reservation of more than
5,700 hectares of forest;
• applying a two-year moratorium on timber
harvesting within 14,800 hectares of forest
that is anticipated to have a high probability
of Leadbeater’s Possum occurrence. This
moratorium will provide time to survey for
the presence of new Leadbeater’s Possum
colonies within these areas; and

14 VicForests Sustainability Report 2013-14

• using a retention harvesting system in 50
per cent of the ash forest harvested within
the range of Leadbeater’s Possum. This
recommendation represents a fundamental
change in how VicForests conducts its field
operations.
Along with the other recommendations,
VicForests continues to support ‘Project
Possum’, a Zoos Victoria initiative that installs
nest boxes in areas of State forest that may
contain Leadbeater’s Possum colonies.

Research
Research is a fundamental component of
good forest management. The approach and
practices used to manage forest values and
ecosystems should be based on relevant, high
quality science. In a climate of diminishing
resources across research agencies and
academia, forestry organisations and the
industry must focus on opportunities to
collaboratively meet research goals and
objectives.
VicForests recognises that research is an
integral component for developing successful
conservation outcomes, meeting societal
demands and ensuring harvesting practices
align with sustainable forest management
principles. We acknowledge our responsibility
to add to the existing knowledge pool, either
through contribution to research programs run
by other organisations, or through undertaking
our own programs.

Environment
During 2013-14, VicForests formed a Research
and Development Committee which provides
strategic direction and leadership in the
research program undertaken by VicForests.
The committee aims to ensure that resources
and funding are prioritised in a way that
ensures that the research undertaken is
relevant to VicForests’ commitment to
sustainable forest management and the
ongoing improvement of VicForests’ forest
practices.

In many cases VicForests may not always have
the resources, capacity and/or expertise to
undertake research or monitoring on its own
accord. Therefore collaboration with research
institutions has been identified as key to
VicForests’ research approach. During 201314 VicForests, in partnership with universities
and government agencies applied for, and
was granted two Australian Research Council
linkage grants to undertake research across
Victoria’s State forest.

Alongside the committee, VicForests also
prepared a Research and Development Strategy
that sets out the scope and objectives of our
research programs, as well as a Research
and Development Plan which outlines all of
VicForests’ current and prospective research
projects to be considered by the committee.

One grant has been awarded to conduct
research that seeks to identify underlying
patterns and processes that determine how
forest biodiversity is distributed across the
landscape. This research project will be
undertaken with Forestry Tasmania, the
University of Tasmania and the University of
Melbourne.

Our research programs primarily focus on
practical research that assists the development
of decision support tools that can contribute
to the ongoing improvement of the forest
practices we adopt. Where possible, we intend
to involve VicForests staff in research programs
to ensure that our ‘in-house’ skills and
knowledge continue to develop. Projects will
be considered in four key areas:
1. Process development - this includes
research to drive on-going improvement
of practices and management systems;
2. Targeted research – this includes research
to answer specific questions or issues;

The other grant has been awarded for the
development of a range of stand-scale
silvicultural prescriptions to accelerate
the development of the key features of
Leadbeater’s Possum habitat such as tree
hollows. This work will be in collaboration with
the University of Melbourne and DEPI.
Both of these research projects, which are
planned to commence in early 2015, provide
VicForests with the opportunity to be involved
in high quality research aimed at delivering
decision support tools that support our
objective of ecologically sustainable forest
management and continual improvement.

3. Monitoring - this includes on-going
projects that will study specific areas over
a period of time; and
4. Scientific engagement - this includes
the use of key relationships and
scientific literature to ensure on-going
development of best practice processes.

VicForests Sustainability Report 2013-14
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Beetle research
A key forest management issue is
understanding how species respond to the
disturbance created by timber harvesting
operations.
In December 2012 VicForests commenced a
research project focussing on how various
invertebrates respond to timber harvesting
over time. The study aims to determine how
and when different insect groups return to
areas following timber harvesting and how
this impacts on the functional dynamics of the
surrounding ecosystem.
Beetles were selected as the focus for the study
because, in terms of diversity and biomass, they
are the dominant faunal group in terrestrial
ecosystems. These invertebrates play a key role
in ecosystem processes such as decomposition,
nutrient cycling and pollination and form
the basis of most terrestrial food webs. Of
all the invertebrate groups, beetles are the
most diverse, which means that changes in
local beetle assemblages and richness can be
used to understand changes in environmental
condition.
The study is being conducted in the Powelltown
area of the Central Highlands. Twenty-eight

research sites have been established in stands
of different ages, with replicated sites in
regenerating stands from each decade since the
1960s. Sites located in 1939 regrowth forest act
as a control treatment for the study.
A total of 6,768 invertebrates (insects and
spiders) were sampled over the 14 month
sampling periods (across summer, autumn
and spring). 1,326 of these were beetles, from
15 families, while 5,442 belonged to other
arthropod fauna, with ants the most abundant
group overall, while collembola (spring tails)
were the most abundant group in the wetter
months of spring.
The average relative abundance of beetles
differed across forest age classes (Figure 5),
while the taxonomic richness also differed
across the various forest age classes sampled.
Of all beetle family sampled, Staphylinidae
(mostly predatory, rove beetles, 533), Carabidae
(mostly predatory ground-beetles, 493) and
Curculionindae (weevils, mostly plant-feeders,
112) were the three most abundant beetle
families. Each of these families showed unique
responses to time since timber harvesting.
The third year of sampling will commence in
spring 2014.

Average beetle abundance (across seasons)
Number
100
80
60
40
20
0
1939

1960s

1970s

1980s

1990s

2000s

2010s

Figure 5: Average relative abundance of beetles across seasons for each forest age class sample
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Harvesting and regeneration
Regrowing the forest following harvesting is
a key part of sustainable forest management.
Replacing the older, harvested forest with
a younger, growing forest ensures the
maintenance of forest cover, biodiversity and
habitat across the landscape. Regeneration is
essential so that the full range of forest values
and uses are available for future generations to
use and enjoy.
When regrowing the forest following
harvesting, VicForests aims to replicate natural
regeneration processes as closely as possible.

burn leaves an ash-bed similar to that left
following a bushfire, which is ideal for seeds to
germinate. Soon after the regeneration burn,
preferably within a few days, seed is spread
from a helicopter, to replicate the natural seed
fall process. The seed used is collected either
from the same or nearby harvesting area.
The seed germinates over the next couple of
months, usually before winter, and then grows.
Ash eucalypts grow quickly, achieving between
one and two metres height growth each year.
Unlike ash eucalypt forests, mixed species
eucalypt forests generally grow in mixedaged stands. Mixed species eucalypts are not
normally killed by fires, but seeding does occur
after fires, which, following germination and
growth, results in a mixed-aged stand. To
replicate natural processes, VicForests normally
retains a higher number of trees when
harvesting mixed-species stands, commonly
using seed tree or selection harvesting systems.

Ash eucalypt forests generally grow in damper
and more elevated parts of the landscape,
where bushfires are less frequent than in
the drier mixed species forests. However,
under certain conditions, these forests burn,
commonly killing all of the trees, as was the
case during the 2000s when three very large
bushfires burnt over 2.5 million hectares of
eastern Victoria, including many ash eucalypt
stands.
Following a fire, the standing trees shed their
seeds, which germinate over the coming
months. The new stand that results from this
germination and growth is a single-aged stand.
VicForests aims to replicate this process
through applying a high-intensity regeneration
burn following harvesting operations. This

In 2013-14 VicForests regenerated 2,242
hectares of harvested areas. The majority
(2,169ha) was regenerated by seed, as
described above, with an additional 73
hectares planted by hand. VicForests only
hand plants when regeneration using seeding
is not possible or not viable, such as if the
regeneration burn was not effective, or if the
area requiring a regeneration operation is too
small in area.
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Figure 6: Area harvested (excluding thinning)
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Silviculture system

2013-14

2012–13

2011–12
(ha)

2010–11

2009–10

Clearfell

1,467

1,527

1,546

2,097

2,327

Seed tree

1,344

1,375

2,177

2,547

1,936

93

290

299

160

-

Uneven-aged
Regrowth retention

17

-

-

-

-

Thinning

51

135

274

175

784

2,972
230 coupes

3,327
230 coupes

4,296
296 coupes

Total

4,979
5,047
477 coupes 544 coupes

Table 2: Area harvested by VicForests by operation type

Silvicultural system definitions

coupe, with the intention of retaining the
best growing stock for the next rotation
while harvesting the existing mature
stands.

Clearfell – method of harvesting a coupe
whereby all merchantable trees, apart
from those to be retained for wildlife
habitat, are removed.

Thinning – the removal of part of a forest
stand with the aim of increasing the
growth rate and/or health of retained
trees and, in commercial thinning,
obtaining timber from trees that would
otherwise eventually die before final
harvesting.

Seed-tree – a method by which all
merchantable trees are harvested, apart
from those specifically retained for
regenerating the coupe by natural or
induced seedfall and those retained for
habitat purposes.
Uneven-aged – a method by which
a mixture of seed tree and thinning
operations are conducted on the same

Seed collection and storage
VicForests aims to maintain a seed stock
sufficient to meet about three year’s seeding
requirements, as well as making some
provision for future bushfire rehabilitation
and unforeseen regeneration failures. Table
3 lists the seed collected, used and stored in
2013-14.
Seed in store Seed collected Seed used to
1 July 2013
(kg)
regenerate
(kg)
VicForests’
coupes (kg)

Seed
transferred
to DEPI for
bushfire
recovery (kg)

Stocktake
adjustment
(kg)*

Seed in
store 30
June 2014
(kg)

East
Gippsland

9,344

964

(251)

(45)

345

10,357

Central
Highlands

11,388

196

(1,445)

(0)

(86)

10,053

Total

20,732

1,160

(1,696)

(45)

259

20,410

Table 3: VicForests’ seed stocks as of 30 June 2014
* Stocktake adjustment is required to account for any deposit or withdrawal where no financial
transaction is made and for errors in data entry.
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Site preparation

Chemical use

Following harvesting, the areas are prepared
to create seedbeds suitable for successful
regeneration. The majority are burnt with the
remainder either mechanically disturbed or, for
some areas in some seasons in East Gippsland,
left to self-regenerate.

VicForests only uses chemicals to assist
in achieving successful regeneration.

East
Central
Gippsland Highlands

Total

Area burnt
(ha)

574

1,185

1,759

Area
mechanically
disturbed (ha)

360

190

550

Total (ha)

934

During 2013-14 VicForests used a
small amount of chemicals during the
regenerations process. Herbicide was
used to control grass in a coupe that
was hand planted and kaolin and small
amounts of H-014 (a non-hazardous
chemical) were used to coat the tiny
eucalypt seeds to make them bulkier
and therefore easier to use in seeding
operations.
VicForests does not use 1080 or
herbicides such as simazine or fipronil.

1,375

2,309
Chemical used

Table 4: Total area prepared for sowing by
VicForests in 2013–14

Quantity Purpose of
used
chemical
usage

Dicholorobenzene

5kg

Insect
control in
seed drums

Verdict herbicide

5 litres

Grass control

Uptake oil
surfactant

20 litres

Grass control

Kaolin

17kg

Coating seed
for hand
sowing

H-014

500ml

Coating seed
for hand
sowing

Site establishment
Following preparation of the seedbed, all
sites are regenerated. Table 5 shows the area
regenerated in 2013-14.
East
Central
Gippsland Highlands
Area aerially
sown (ha)

Total

765

1,333

2,098

Area hand
sown (ha)

66

5

71

Planting

73

0

73

Total (ha)

904

1,338

2,242

Table 6: Chemicals used in 2013–14

Table 5: Total area established by VicForests in
2013–14
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Regrowth retention harvesting
One of the most significant changes to the
methods VicForests uses to harvest and
regenerate forest stands, is the move towards
increasing the area harvested using regrowth
retention harvesting.
The main aim of using regrowth retention
harvesting is to achieve a level of continuity in
forest structure, composition and complexity
that promotes biodiversity and sustains
ecological functions at different spatial
scales. The achievement of these objectives
is measured by the area of forest retained
on the coupe and the area of the coupe
influenced by the retained trees.
VicForests’ retention system requires that
retained trees or forest patches influence
more than 50 per cent of the coupe. Typically
this influence will provide ecological
benefits by influencing light, temperature,
seedfall, litter and importantly structure.
The aim is to provide positive biodiversity
outcomes through promoting successional
species, continuity, structural diversity and
encouraging re-colonisation of harvested
areas.
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VicForests will use this harvesting system in
at least 50 per cent of the area of ash forest
harvested within the range of Leadbeater’s
Possum to assist in the possum’s recovery
and persistence, by providing increased
connectivity of habitat, and the recolonisation of areas following harvesting.
VicForests developed its regrowth retention
harvesting system based on international
goals and principles, and international and
local experience of on-ground application.
Development of the system included review
by local and international forestry and
academic communities and an external review
to benchmark it against world’s best practice.
Although the enhancement and protection of
ecological values are the main objectives of
this harvesting system, its implementation also
requires consideration of operational realities
such as safety for forest operators during
harvesting and site preparation operations,
and commercial viability.
A monitoring program to gauge both the
ecological and operational success of this
harvesting system is currently being developed
and will be implemented during 2014-15.

Environment

Modified burning
Increasing the use of regrowth retention
harvesting will require modifications to the
way VicForests undertakes regeneration to
ensure the retained areas are protected during
regeneration burns.
Current burning practices involve the ignition
of the harvested coupe by incendiaries dropped
from a helicopter, with ground patrol by
VicForests employees.
This method has proven effective over many
years, with very few escapes and, in general,
successful burns.
However, VicForests’ monitoring study of
retained trees showed that nearly all isolated
ash trees were killed during the regeneration
burn as well as a minor proportion of trees
retained in clumps or corridors.
One of the greatest challenges implementing
regrowth retention harvesting is protecting the
retained trees during the regeneration

burn. The burn is still required to achieve
effective germination conditions and because
the alternative of mechanically disturbing the
harvested area is cost prohibitive.
During 2013-14 VicForests undertook a project
that used modified burning processes on eight
coupes and monitored the effectiveness of the
burns. The modified burning processes included
hand lighting rather than by helicopter,
burning in cooler conditions, burning later in
autumn, or burning using a combination of
hand and helicopter ignition.
Results were variable, with almost complete
protection of all retained features on two
coupes, the protection of the majority of
retained features and acceptable seedbed
outcomes on four sites, and two coupes with
poor protection of the retained features.
Key lessons learnt from this study were:
• achieving dual objectives of successful
seedbed preparation and protection of
retained elements is possible, provided there
is good pre-burn planning and careful burn
implementation;
• isolated retained trees are the most difficult
to keep alive during regeneration burns, but
of these, isolated trees on lower slopes near
the edge of the coupe are the most likely
to survive, even if the regeneration burn is
particularly hot;
• ‘cooler’ burns take longer so there is a
greater chance of poorer seedbed outcomes;
• the limited time during a day a ‘cooler’ burn
is possible can restrict the adoption of ideal
lighting patterns;
• the cost of hand lighting coupes is more
expensive; and
• the initial design of coupes can reduce the
need for special ignition patterns to protect
the retained features.
An assessment of the cost to modify burning
practices will be conducted during 2014-15.
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Permanent growth plots
Permanent growth plots are areas of forest
that are measured repeatedly over long periods
of time to accumulate data on the growth
of individual trees and stands of trees. The
information collected is used develop models
of forest growth and yield in order to estimate
timber volumes 50 to 100 years into the future.
Sustainable forest management is, in part,
achieved by constraining harvesting levels in
accordance with expected future volumes.
The plots are typically between 0.05 and 0.25
hectares in area and contain between 30
and 200 individual trees. They can be square,
rectangular or circular in shape and it normally
takes a full day for two people to measure one
plot.
Between 1960 and 2008, a large number of
permanent growth plots and other research
plots were established and maintained by
the then Department of Sustainability and
Environment (and its predecessors). In 2011
VicForests assumed responsibility for these plots
and began planning how to manage them.
During 2012 VicForests analysed how many
plots would be needed in different forest
types, site quality classes and age groups. The
number of plots required is based on the total
area of each forest type , site quality and age
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group combination, with more plots required
in the larger forest areas. The existing plot
data was then reviewed to identify those plots
that met VicForests’ requirements. Those plots
were flagged for continued measurement
and the remaining plots, including those
now in National Parks or other reserves,
were archived. The process of defining future
needs and assessing the suitability of the
existing plots also highlighted some gaps in
the plot coverage. These gaps will be filled by
establishing new plots.
Growth plots represent a significant financial
investment over time. That investment is
protected by ensuring that plot locations
are flagged prior to the commencement of
harvesting operations. Plots are excluded from
harvesting operations by applying a buffer
of 50 metres from the plot perimeter. Plot
locations are also supplied to DEPI so that
fire planning can take account of the need to
protect the plots.
At the end of 2013-14, VicForests had remeasured or established 28 permanent growth
plots. Over the next four years another 19
existing plots will be re-measured and 81 new
plots established.

Environment

Fire
Fire remains one of the biggest forest
management risks in Victoria. The very large
scale fires in 2003, 2006-07 and 2009 in the
Central Highlands, Gippsland and in north
east Victoria burnt through large areas of
ash eucalypt forest, killing many stands.
Following salvage harvesting and natural
seeding processes, these areas have been left to
regenerate and regrow.
The impact of these fires on the timber
resource available for VicForests to harvest has
led to a significant reduction in harvesting in
Victoria with harvest levels in our ash forests at
their lowest point in 20 years.
Current levels are more than 30 per cent lower
than the average level of harvest in ash forest
prior to the 2009 bushfires. These lower harvest
levels have led to a reduction in the forecast D+
ash sawlog volume from about 320,000m3 per
annum in 2002 to about 215,000m3 per annum
in 20134.
Recognising the risk fire poses to the forest,
as well as to the rest of the community,
VicForests invests significantly in minimising
the risk of fire starting as a result of forestryrelated operations, as well as preparing for fire
suppression activities.
As part of their contract with VicForests,
harvesting contractors are required to:
• maintain all pre-existing roads and tracks so
they can be used for fire suppression;
• take all reasonable precautions to prevent
an outbreak of a fire and suppress any fire;
• make available any employees, machinery
and equipment as required. VicForests’
contractors provide an invaluable
contribution during larger fires, supplying
much-needed machinery as well as
familiarity with the forest environment and
access roads and fuel loads; and

On days of Very High to Code Red fire
danger, VicForests representatives may direct
contractors to suspend all felling, snigging and
processing.
VicForests’ employees also contribute to the
State’s fire suppression efforts. Over 60 per
cent of VicForests’ employees hold active
firefighting accreditation, most regionallybased employees are rostered on for callouts on
weekends during the fire season and each year,
VicForests’ staff contribute many thousands of
hours assisting in fire suppression efforts.
The 2013-14 fire season was no different.
Following lightning strikes in mid-January 2014,
a number of fires ignited in East Gippsland,
eventually combining and burning over 170,000
hectares of mainly mixed species forest in State
forest and national parks. These forests were
not killed by the bushfire and are regrowing.
Nearly half of VicForests’ workforce
participated in the inter-agency fire-fighting
effort that was co-ordinated by DEPI.
VicForests’ losses due to the fire were relatively
minor, with some loss of recent regeneration
and some lost planning effort, in terms of
planned coupes that were not yet harvested.
Damage to the forest that is considered
available and suitable for harvest was assessed
to be less significant.
VicForests’ contractors and staff were also
involved in the suppression of a fire that broke
out in a harvesting operation on 27 January
2014. The fire had started a number of weeks
earlier, most likely from a spark generated
by the metal tracks of a harvesting machine
moving over a granite boulder. Although the
fire was quickly contained and brought under
control, it broke containment lines on February
9 when extreme weather conditions resulted in
numerous, large fires burning across the State.
The coupe fire burnt through 720 hectares
and was brought under control on 16 February
2014.

• report any fire.
During the fire season, contractors must
also maintain firefighting equipment at the
coupe, including a rakehoe, 400 litres of water
and a pump, and a fire extinguisher. During
operations contractors are required to maintain
firebreaks around camp sites and stay with
equipment for some time after it is shut down
or turned off.

4

A further reduction of about 10,000m3 per annum is

a result of implementation of the Leadbeater’s Possum
Advisory Group recommendations in 2014.
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Water supply and quality

Melbourne Water and the University of
Melbourne was tailored to more closely reflect:

The provision of plentiful, clean water
from public forests is of high importance to
communities across eastern Victoria as well as
metropolitan Melbourne.

• more recent, actual measurements in ash
forest;

VicForests recognises its role in ensuring the
water supplied from the State forests in which
we operate is of high quality, and that timber
harvesting and regeneration operations do not
significantly impact on the volume or quality of
water generated from the forest.
VicForests mitigates the risk of negatively
impacting water quality in a number ways.
All operations are required to comply with
the Code of Practice for Timber Production,
which includes numerous mechanisms aimed to
protect water quality, including:
• avoiding harvesting in inappropriate areas
or steep slopes;
• requiring fuel stores to be appropriately
bunded;
• minimising stream crossings on forest roads;
• Implementing buffers on all streams, with no
harvesting permitted within the buffer;

• the forest type of the catchments;
• the age class distribution of the forest in the
catchments;
• the rainfall of the catchments; and
• the runoff impact of the cleared private land
in the catchment.
The impact of thinning operations on water
yield was then modelled. Depending on the
intensity of the thinning, the results indicated
that the water yield would increase following
the thinning for about twenty years, following
which the water yield would reflect the yield
from an un-thinned stand.
The analysis showed that the planned
harvesting in the catchment is expected to
actually increase the average yield by more
than 130 megalitres per year from 2014 to
about 2024, with yields returning to close to
pre-harvest flow levels in the following decade.

• constructing breaches and bars on in-coupe
tracks to reduce water flow.

For a period from 2034 onwards the model
predicts a decrease of approximately 95ML/
year in yield as the growing forest starts to use
more water. VicForests will investigate ways
to mitigate this decrease through changes to
harvesting plans.

The implementation of these measures is
regularly checked and monitored by VicForests,
DEPI and Melbourne Water.

These increases and decreases represent
between five per cent and seven per cent of
the catchment yields based on historic levels.

During 2013-14, VicForests undertook some
work modelling the impact of regrowing
forests on a small water catchment near
Toolangi, in the ash forests of the Central
Highlands of Victoria. This followed concerns
from a local farmer that recent and planned
harvesting operations would decrease the
volume of water available from the adjacent
creek.

VicForests is also considering management
options such as ‘thinning’ the forest to remove
up to half of the trees as a method to increase
water yield.

• not permitting machines to enter filter
strips; and

In order to understand the issue, VicForests
reviewed the available literature and consulted
with the University of Melbourne to try to
determine whether or not harvesting would
have an impact on the catchment, and whether
any negative impact could be mitigated.
The area of each catchment was categorised
into forest type and age class, as Figure 7
shows.
Existing information based on long-term
experimental work and monitoring by
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The issue that remains is that during severe
drought there is potential for water stress
in the catchment, whether or not there is
any further harvesting. If catchment yields
reduce during droughts, VicForests is able
to implement mitigation strategies such as
thinning regrowth forests to improve water
runoff. This would lead to increased water
yields compared to a no-harvest management
approach. It appears that the combination of
scheduling initial harvesting and scheduling
thinning operations will maintain water yields
within a small range, and allow for productive
co-existence of both agriculture and forestry.

Environment

Figure 7: Catchment forest type and age class
VicForests Sustainability Report 2013-14
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Carbon
Figure 8 shows estimate emissions from
VicForests’ vehicle fleet5 and harvest and haul
operations6.

VicForests’ activities contribute to both carbon
emissions and carbon sequestration. The
emissions mainly relate to plant and vehicle
emissions and emissions from regeneration
burns.
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Figure 8: Emissions from VicForests’ vehicle fleet and harvest and haul operations

The emissions from VicForests vehicle fleet
declined in 2013-14 due to less vehicle usage
following employee departures as a result of
the business review in late 2013.
Fuel usage data by VicForests’ harvest and haul
contractors is not available, but their fuel usage
has been estimated using industry averages per
cubic metre of wood harvested and average
distances travelled by a truck per litre of fuel.
Emissions resulting from regeneration burns
cannot be reported on as accurately. Following
harvesting operations, most coupes undergo
a regeneration burn, in which the majority of
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post-harvest residues on the coupes are burnt.
Emissions from these burns vary based on the
amount and type of residues on the coupe and
the intensity of the burn.

5

Based on 2.3kg of CO2 emissions for every litre of

petrol and 2.7kg for every litre of diesel – based on
the Greenhouse gas emissions calculator at www.
environment.gov.au/settlements/transport/fuelguide/
environment
6

Based on 3.0 million litres for harvest and 6.3 million

litres for haulage

Environment
VicForests has previously reported on carbon
storage within the area of State forest in
which VicForests operates7. This modelling
indicates that emissions resulting from harvest
operations, including from regeneration burns
are offset by the carbon sequestered by the
regenerating forest.
During 2013-14 VicForests contributed to work
by Forests and Wood Products Australia in
forests in New South Wales (NSW) and Victoria.
The study aims to refine the estimates of
above-ground biomass for three representative
commercial native forestry areas in NSW and
Victoria and apply a ‘whole-of-life’ approach
in the assessment of the CO2 implications of
production and conservation forests.
The data was sourced from information
contained in the agencies’ databases and
new data collected through field work. The
data will be incorporated into existing forest
management scenarios, together with an
assessment of the associated economic costs
and revenues.
During 2013-14 researchers from the NSW
Department of Primary Industries and the
University of Melbourne, and VicForests’
contractors individually weighed the above
ground biomass components of Mountain
Ash trees from a harvested site, as well as
the understorey and coarse woody debris
to determine the amount of above ground
carbon.
Based on the volume of harvested product
delivered to mills, the researchers assessed the
recovery and longevity of the harvested wood
products so that the whole-of-life assessment
could be undertaken. The results of the study
will be reported in early 2015.
VicForests will continue to monitor and seek to
understand the results of carbon and climate
change research, and consider appropriate
modifications to our practices. The Code of
Practice for Timber Production 2014 requires
that ‘All State forest areas subject to timber
harvesting operations will be regenerated
to standards that approximate the original
forest’. It also states that ‘The natural floristic
composition and representative gene pools are

maintained when regenerating native forests
by using appropriate seed sources and mixes of
dominant overstorey species.’
This precludes regenerating an area with a
different species to potentially mitigate the
effects of climate change.

Pests and diseases
No outbreaks of pests or diseases were
recorded during 2013-14.
To control and monitor pests and diseases
during commercial harvesting on State forest.
VicForests uses the following processes:
• all chemical and biological control measures
adhere to the required environmental
safeguards and the use of chemicals for
control of pests and diseases is in accordance
with Commonwealth and State legislation
and regulations;
• supervising foresters document any
outbreaks of pests and diseases and any
applied methods of control (if any) in
the relevant Forest Coupe Plan, Road or
Silvicultural Plan and/or the Coupe Diary;
• washdown procedures must be strictly
adhered to as specified in VicForests’
Utilisation Procedures;
• monitoring of the application of the
washdown procedures is noted in the coupe
diary; and
• where VicForests operations are known
to have introduced a noxious weed into
a coupe, appropriate steps must be taken
by the appropriate manager to control the
infestation including the development of
a Weed Management Plan in consultation
with DEPI.

7

VicForests’ 2012 Sustainability Report - found at www.

vicforests.com.au
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Social
The social benefits derived from harvesting a
small portion of the State’s native forests each
year is one of the key reasons VicForests was
created and continues to exist.
VicForests’ operations (on approximately 3,000
hectares, or less than 0.04 per cent of Victoria’s
public native forests), result in the direct
employment of about 2,3008 people and many
more indirectly, support a local manufacturing
industry.
Over the last ten years VicForests’ operations
have generated more than $1 billion in
revenue, with nearly all of this money spent
supporting the Victorian economy, mostly in
regional Victoria.
This injection of hundreds of millions of dollars
has been vital for the existence of a number
of small and medium-sized towns in eastern
Victoria.
VicForests’ key role is to ensure that a
sustainable supply of logs is made available and
delivered to customers, who not only produce
timber products that are very widely used,
but who also employ thousands of Victorians
and support many local businesses and
communities.
VicForests is keenly aware of the potential
impact of our operations on communities and
individuals. We therefore invest considerable
effort and resources in managing those
impacts.
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Stakeholder engagement
Many individuals and organisations are
interested in VicForests’ operations. Table 7
identifies our key stakeholder groups, their
interest in VicForests and our operations,
and the type of engagement VicForests
uses with each group. Our stakeholders are
identified using a range of methods, including
identifying:
• those who may be directly impacted by
our operations such as our customers,
contractors and neighbours;
• those who can influence our business or
operations, such as Members of Parliament
or State government agencies; or
• those groups or individuals who may be
indirectly affected by our operations.

8

Schirmer, J. and Mylek, M. (2013) Socio-economic

characteristics of Victoria’s forestry industries, 2009-2012
(draft). Report prepared for the Victorian Department of
Environment and Primary Industries.

Social
Stakeholder

Interest

Method of engagement

Ministers and Members of
Parliament

• Regulatory compliance

• Meetings

• Economic health of
VicForests and the timber
industry

• Briefings

• Regional economic
development

• Forest tours

• Issues of local interest

• Reporting

• Product stewardship

• e-Bulletins

• Environmental performance
Victorian Government and
Federal Government agencies

• Regulatory compliance

• Meetings

• Impact of forest operations
on other forest values

• Joint working groups

• Policy development and
implementation

• Briefings

• Fire management

• Audits

• Roads and other
infrastructure

• Forest tours
• e-Bulletins

Local Government

• Issues of local interest

• Meetings

• Regional economic
development

• Briefings

• Local roads

• Forest tours
• e-Bulletins

Community groups and
community members

• Issues of local interest

• Meetings

• Regional economic
development

• Briefings
• Newsletters
• Media
• Forest tours
• Displays at community
events
• e-Bulletins

Neighbours

Community Support Program
recipients

• Timing and location of
coupes

• Meetings

• Noise

• Briefings

• Dust

• Advice re operations

• Issues of local interest

• Newsletters

• Community Support
Program

• Letters
• e-Bulletins

Indigenous community

• Timing and location of
coupes

• Meetings

• Cultural heritage issues

• Briefings

• Issues of local interest

• Training workshops

• Employment opportunities

• Newsletters
• Forest tours

Table 7: VicForests’ engagement with stakeholders
VicForests Sustainability Report 2013-14
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Social
Stakeholder Engagement Continued
Stakeholder

Interest

Method of engagement

Media organisations

• Biodiversity

• Meetings

• Water and fire management • Briefings
• Economic contribution

• Forest tours

• Environmental sustainability
• Operational practices
• Issues of local interest
Academic, research, education • Biodiversity
and training

• Meetings

• Economic contribution

• Briefings

• Operational practices

• Collaborative research

• Scientific research

• Forest tours

• Social research

• e-Bulletins

• Sustainability
Regional businesses

• Issues of local interest

• Meetings

• Regional economic
development

• Briefings
• Participation in Chambers of
Commerce
• Forest tours
• e-Bulletins

Customers and timber
businesses

• Harvest levels

• Meetings

• Sales

• Briefings

• Pricing

• Sales agreement
negotiations

• Regulatory compliance

• Newsletters

• Issues of local interest

• e-Bulletins

• Resource security
• Environmental sustainability
Industry representative groups
and professional organisations

• Harvest levels

• Meetings

• Sales

• Briefings

• Regulatory compliance

• Forest tours

• Environmental sustainability • e-Bulletins
and performance
• Issues of local interest
• Economic health of
VicForests and the timber
industry
• Regional economic
development
ENGOs

• Environmental sustainability • Meetings
• Specific species/areas

• Briefings

• Issues of local interest

• Forest tours
• e-Bulletins

Table 7 (continued): VicForests’ engagement with stakeholders
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Social
Stakeholder Engagement Continued
Stakeholder

Interest

Method of engagement

Union

• Economic sustainability

• Meetings

• Workers’ rights

• Briefings

• Timing and location of
coupes

• Meetings

• Issues of local interest

• TRP advice

Other forest users

• Forest tours
Certification bodies

• Compliance with standards

• Audits

Contractors

• Harvest levels

• Meetings

• Resource security

• Briefings

• Contract management

• Contract negotiations

• Timing and location of
operations

• e-Bulletins

• Regulatory compliance
• Issues of local interest
Consultants

• Employment

• Advice of upcoming
consultancies
• e-Bulletins

Table 7 (continued): VicForests’ engagement with stakeholders
Our stakeholder database is reviewed annually
so that we are able to contact any interested or
affected stakeholder when required.
Effective stakeholder engagement is one of
our key organisational objectives and during
2013-14 VicForests sought to work with our
stakeholders to increase their understanding
of our operations, to increase opportunities to
have input into our operations, and to develop
mutually effective solutions where required.
Our hope is that by increasing our engagement
we will improve the transparency of our
operations and the community’s understanding
of VicForests more broadly.
During 2013-14 VicForests initiated a number
of actions and events to improve engagement
with our stakeholders. These included:
• Launching a program of Open House
events, held in Alexandra, Mansfield and
Strathbogie. The purpose of these events
was to provide a forum where interested
members of the community could discuss
their concerns about VicForests and its
operations directly with staff members, learn
more about VicForests’ planning processes
and proposed local harvesting operations,
and provide any feedback they wished to.

The events held were relatively well
attended, with the majority of the
participants finding them a useful way to be
in contact with VicForests.
• Redesigning VicForests’ website, including
a better explanation of the legislative and
policy framework that governs VicForests’
operations.
We also launched a Leadbeater’s Possum
micro-site to provide more information
about the possum, the work and
recommendations of the Leadbeater’s
Possum Advisory Group and the actions
VicForests is taking to protect the possum
and its habitat.
• Continuing our Community Support Program
which provides grants to local groups
and communities in the regions in which
VicForests operates. Now in its fifth year, the
Community Support Program has provided
over $260,000 to a wide range of groups
across the respective regions as well as a
number of in-kind donations.
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During 2013-14 over $27,000 was distributed
to 17 community groups. These groups met
the criteria to be awarded a grant, which are:

• Commencing a process to seek Forest
Stewardship Council certification and making
the results of a pre-audit evaluation publicly
available.



Is there a genuine need?



How will the project benefit the local
community(ies)?



Does the event, project and/or organising
body have a good reputation in the local
community?

VicForests records all engagement activities and
interactions on our Communications Register.
During 2013-14 we recorded 667 interactions.
The main categories of communication were
regarding harvesting operations, log truck
traffic and community, Timber Release Plan and
Indigenous engagement.



Is the project based in an area in which
VicForests operates?

VicForests’ response to many of the issues raised
are provided throughout this report.

VicForests also donated timber to a number
of organisations, including:

Indigenous engagement



East Gippsland Shire for the All Abilities
Playground in Bairnsdale;



Wandong and Heathcote Junction
community group for a bushfire
memorial garden;



Heyfield Lions Club to distribute
firewood to fire-affected communities;

VicForests is committed to respecting,
understanding, recognising and accepting
our responsibilities to promote and protect
indigenous culture and heritage, including
sacred and significant sites. Increasing the
level of engagement with local indigenous
communities and maintaining the current level
of engagement with the Office of Aboriginal
Affairs Victoria are key objectives for VicForests.



Buxton and Yarragon Primary Schools for
school garden projects;

Indigenous communities have a range of
interest in VicForests’ operations, including as:



Marlo and Bairnsdale woodchops;



Mountain Cattleman festival; and

• traditional owners who have unique cultural
and economic interests in the management
of natural resources;



Upper Yarra Historical Society.

• VicForests also maintained a presence in
our local communities by attending various
events across eastern Victoria including:


the Royal Melbourne Show;



Wandin Silvan Field Days;



Upper Yarra Crank Up;



Alexandra Truck Ute and Rod Show;



Omeo Show;



Orbost Show;



Marlo Woodchop;



Tolmie Sports Day; and



East Gippsland Field Day.
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• Registered Aboriginal Parties with a formal
role in the Timber Release Planning and
approval process;
• traditional owners under the Traditional
Owners Settlement Act 2010. Currently
the Gunaikurnai are the only holder of a
traditional settlement agreement in the areas
in which VicForests operates;
• land owners, who acquire land because of
its cultural significance and for economic
benefit; and
• part of the workforce.

Social
During 2013-14 VicForests continued to engage
with members of the indigenous communities
in East Gippsland and Central Highlands
regions. There are three formally recognised
Registered Aboriginal Parties within VicForests’
area of operations including:

The main aspects of our engagement include
identifying indigenous cultural heritage sites
that may occur on or near proposed coupes
and then determining the necessary protection
measures, in conjunction with the relevant
indigenous group.

• Gunaikurnai Land and Waters Aboriginal
Corporation – East and West Gippsland;

During 2012-13 VicForests determined
that some of the field-based work which is
contracted out, including seed collection,
planting and regeneration surveys, could
potentially be undertaken by indigenous
groups operating natural resource
management businesses, provided that
appropriate occupational health and safety
and environmental management systems are
in place. VicForests started a training program
for local indigenous groups in seed picking and
regeneration surveys. This training will enable
those indigenous groups to tender for this type
of work, when it becomes available.

• Taungurung Clans Aboriginal
Corporation – Central Highlands; and
• Wurundjeri Tribe Land and heritage
Compensation Cultural Council – West
Gippsland.
Engagement processes with Gunaikurnai
are well established. VicForests is working
to improve the level of engagement with
the Taungurung and Wurundjeri to provide
more detailed information about VicForests’
operations and to seek more detailed input
into our planning processes. For those areas
without a Registered Aboriginal Party,
VicForests consults with other identified
indigenous groups that have an interest in the
particular area.

Gunaikurnai planting program
The Gunaikurnai Land and Waters
Aboriginal Corporation’s Natural Resource
Management group completed a planting
program for VicForests in the Central
Highlands in 2014.

difficult to access and often in inclement
weather.
The group also completed regeneration
survey training with VicForests in East
Gippsland and will survey 100 hectares
of regeneration as part of the upcoming
program.

The team planted and fertilised over 12,000
Mountain Ash seedlings, many in areas
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Regional employment
VicForests is the largest supplier of native
hardwood sawlogs in Australia. The sawlogs
and residual logs VicForests supply support
a large, regionally-important industry that
directly employs about 2,3009 people across the
growing, forestry support services and primary
processing areas of the native forest sector.
These people include:
• VicForests’ employees;
• harvest and haul contractors;
• employees of sawmills; and
• employees at residual log processors.
Many more thousands of people are employed
indirectly through the native hardwood timber
industry, including:
• Mechanical services;
• Engineering services;
• Seed pickers;
• Road construction and maintenance
contractors;
• Survey technicians;
• Biodiversity survey contractors; and
• Safety and environmental auditors.
The majority of those employed directly or
indirectly live in towns and communities
across eastern Victoria, particularly
Gippsland, with towns such as Cann River,
Orbost, Heyfield and Noojee depending
heavily on the industry to provide
employment.
The sawn timber produced from the
sawmills supplied by VicForests in turn
supports a much larger secondary processing
industry, including joinery and furniture
manufacture, trusses and frames, engineered
wood products and pallets and boxes.
Many secondary processors are located in
Melbourne.
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Supporting regional
communities
VicForests seeks to contribute to the ongoing
economic wellbeing of the communities in
which we operate by creating an operating
environment for the industry that is financially
viable and sustainable. The key ingredient
for this, for both harvest and haul contractors
and for sawmills and residual log processors is
security of supply.
All of VicForests’ harvest and haul contractors
are small, family-owned businesses. The
majority of the sawmills supplied by VicForests
are also small family-owned businesses, with
a small number of sawmills and residual
log processors owned by larger companies.
Without sufficient tenure of supply, harvest and
haul contractors and mills find it difficult to
access capital to invest either in their machines
or trucks, or in their mill.
By providing a longer supply tenure, harvest
and haul contractors and mills not only find
it easier to access the necessary capital to
maintain or improve their equipment, but
also to retain machine operators and other
employees. VicForests’ Timber Sales Process
(refer to page 40), conducted primarily
during 2013-14, included the possibility of
successful proponents securing a longerterm agreement. The purpose of making
longer-term agreements available was
primarily to encourage an increase in the
level of investment in the industry, therefore
improving its long-term financial viability and
sustainability, and therefore providing ongoing
employment and wealth generation for local
communities.
The Timber Sales Process had not been finalised
at the time of reporting.
9

Schirmer, J. and Mylek, M. (2013) Socio-economic

characteristics of Victoria’s forestry industries, 2009-2012
(draft). Report prepared for the Victorian Department of
Environment and Primary Industries.

Economic
Commercial performance
VicForests posted a Net Profit After Tax of $3.4
million in 2013-14. This financial result was a
significant improvement on the previous year,
and the amount outstanding to the Treasury
Corporation of Victoria was reduced by $5.3
million and a dividend of $0.25 million was
paid to our shareholder. A further dividend of
$0.5 million is planned in 2014-15 based on the
2013-14 results.
These results were generated on the back of
a reasonably stable sawlog and residual log
market and a continued focus on managing
expenses. The lower Australian dollar resulted
in an improvement in woodchip exports
which created additional demand for residual
logs. The lower dollar should also encourage
further import replacement, resulting in the
strengthening of the domestic industry.
During the year VicForests undertook a review
of the business, with the aim of identifying
opportunities for saving that will enable
the business to become more profitable
and sustainable in the future. Over the year,
employee numbers were reduced by 12 per
cent through a voluntary departure process. It
is expected that this reduction and the result of
other cost-saving initiatives will lead to further
financial improvements over the next few
years.

The 2013-14 results confirm the Victorian
Auditor-General’s comment in December
2013 that ‘Since it was established, in 2004,
VicForests has made $13.5 million net profit
after tax, returning a profit in all but three
years. Its profitability has been affected in
particularly by the 2006-07 and 2009 fires’. The
Auditor-General also stated that ‘VicForests
does not receive any government subsidies10’.
VicForests’ charter, as outlined in its Order in
Council, is to undertake the sale and supply of
timber on a commercial basis. VicForests must
be commercially focused, and undertake its
commercial activities in a manner which will
maximise the long-term economic returns to
Victoria. Our financial results are therefore
only one indicator of the value of VicForests’
operations to the State. Another key indicator
is the economic activity and employment
generated in many communities across eastern
Victoria – see page 34.

10

Victorian Auditor-General’s Report: Managing

Victoria’s Native Forest Timber Resources, p45
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Timber production
VicForests’ production numbers are shown in
Table 8. These figures vary slightly from the
volume that was actually sold in 2013-1411. The
area harvested is shown in Table 2.

TOTAL

Product (m3)

2013-14

2012-13

2011-12

2010–11

2009–10

2008–09

B grade

101,889

112,791

95,369

114,591

134,015

121,146

C grade

166,253

164,917

170,746

169,166

244,752

219,796

D grade

30,550

24,898

27,805

42,565

59,479

62,388

E grade

179,507

189,592

167,370

146,497

144,385

142,579

Ungraded
salvage sawlog

1,137

5,985

3,464

54,342

23,554

-

Other sawlogs*

-

199

34

2

141

8,632

Sawlog

479,336

498,381

464,788

527,161

606,185

554,542

Residual log

719,650

743,352

961,838

1,167,916

1,250,167

1,131,998

Firewood**

14,918

17,986

4,787

All products

1,213,904

1,259,719

1,431,413

1,695,077

1,856,352

1,686,540

Table 8: VicForests’ production figures by log grade
*Additional sawlog recovered from thinning operations or as poles/piles/posts
** Prior to 2011-12 firewood sold was recorded as residual log. Only very small amounts were sold.

11

Production volume is the volume of log produced

during the year, whereas the sales volume is the volume
of log sold during the year. The figures vary slightly
because some logs are not sold in the year they are
produced.
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Resource security
VicForests released the 2014 Resource Outlook
in early July 2014. The long-term (100-year)
trends for ash and mixed species sawlog are
similar to those presented in the 2013 Resource
Outlook. Ash sawlog supply will decrease
in 2017-18 as a consequence of the 2009
bushfires and remain steady until 2045 before
again increasing as the post-1939 harvesting
regrowth matures.
Mixed species sawlog supply is primarily
governed by the availability of markets in
the Central Highlands and limited by forest
productivity and the impact of bushfires in East
Gippsland. Overall, supply is expected to remain
steady until 2040 and then increase slowly as
previously harvested areas mature and the
forest recovers from a series of bushfires over
the last 30 years.
There are a number of on-going issues which
are likely to impact on timber resource
availability in both the short and long term,
including:
• implementation of the recommendations
from the Leadbeater’s Possum Advisory
Group, including:


a two-year moratorium on those areas
of forest expected to have a high
occupancy of Leadbeater’s Possum;



added protection of known records of
the species;



increasing the amount of retention
harvesting; and



an increase in reserve areas to protect
future old growth and existing prime
habitat within the range of the species.

• a review of Forest Management Zoning
in the Central Highlands Regional Forest
Agreement area is in progress. This review is
expected to result in some changes in land
classification, and may affect some areas of
State forest currently available for timber
harvesting.
• the impact of FSC certification on VicForests’
activities and on wood supply is not yet
known; and
• the level of residual log sales from mixed
species stands. VicForests undertakes
integrated sawlog and residual log
operations in order to utilise all of the
timber available from a forest stand.
Where sawlog or residual log markets are
not secure, allocation of the resource on
a longer-term basis, for either sawlog or
residual log, is not possible.
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The 2014 Resource Outlook is the first outlook
based on the new, more transparent and
flexible wood supply modelling system that
VicForests has developed over the last four
years. The new modelling system includes a
new forest description, new forest growth
models that have been derived from long-term
permanent growth plot data, and estimates of
product yield based on ten years of harvesting
activity across a wide range of forest types in
eastern Victoria.

Increased drought is another potential impact
of climate change. Apart from increased fire
risk, drought can also impact on tree growth.
By using the permanent growth plot network
to inform the development of forest growth
models (see page 22), VicForests is able to take
into account the long-term impact of drought
when determining future timber resource
availability.

The new model completes the transition
from earlier systems developed by the then
Department of Sustainability and Environment.
The ability to model and evaluate a range
of log grades and supply scenarios, as well
as introduce new products as required,
significantly improves the integration of
VicForests’ sales, tactical and operational
planning processes.

Future Ash project

VicForests does not currently model potential
impacts of climate change on timber resource
availability. This is because the impact of
climate change on native forests is not known.
An increase in the number and intensity of
bushfires has been suggested as a consequence
of climate change. Even if correct, experience
over the past decade has shown that modelling
where and when a fire may occur is not
possible. VicForests’ policy with respect to
timber harvesting levels and fire is to reduce
them following a significant fire, as happened
after the 2003, 2006-07 and 2009 fires.
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In 2012 VicForests commenced the ‘Future Ash
project’ which aimed to produce an estimate
of long-term ash sawlog supply levels that was
independent of VicForests’ existing method of
forecasting sawlog supply levels. The purpose
of the project was to reduce the risk of misalignment between the proposed ash sawlog
sales levels and the harvest levels that could be
achieved operationally.
The forecast supply levels generated through
the project were compared with the longterm ash sawlog supply estimates generated
for the Resource Outlook. The results showed
no significant difference between the two
estimates. As a result, VicForests had a greater
level of confidence in the volume of ash sawlog
made available through the Timber Sales
Process 2013 (see page 40).

Economic
VicForests’ regional planning staff are using the
areas scheduled for harvesting from the Future
Ash Project as a basis for their more detailed
planning work. Any changes to the schedule
are recorded and then fed back into the
strategic model. A post-implementation review
of the project identified a number of feedback
mechanisms that would allow the information
gathered from more detailed levels of planning
to be used to inform the next iteration of
the strategic resource forecasts. In this way,
VicForests is able to utilise the strategic and
operational knowledge about each coupe
to continually improve its resource data and
products such as the annual Resource Outlook
and the Area Statement.

Timber market demand
Demand for ash and mixed species sawlog
during 2013-14 was subdued, although sales
picked up in the last quarter, reflecting the
growing market for new houses and steady
numbers of renovations.
Demand for ash residual logs was also high.
Most of the ash residual logs generated as a byproduct of sawlog harvesting are sold.
The uncommitted ash residual log resource lies
in the northern part of the Central Highlands
region. Due to its high fibre yield, there is
current interest in this resource, and because of
the decline in the Australian Dollar since early
2013, VicForests expects to be able to sell most
of the currently uncommitted volume at least
in the short term. The recent decline in the
dollar as well as an improving global economy
has seen, over the last few months, the highest
volume of Australian woodchips exported since
2010. Hardwood chip is in demand, particularly
from China.

South East Fibre Exports (SEFE) has traditionally
bought the majority of mixed species residual
logs from East Gippsland. The timber supplied
to SEFE included a range of low to very low
quality residual logs. The low quality relates to
the species, age and defects within the logs,
which make them unsuitable for sawn timber.
The species and age contribute to the wood
chips being of lower value in paper making
processes, in contrast to ash woodchips which
are highly valued in the paper making process.
Over the last few years, SEFE has reduced its
intake of residual logs from VicForests, due
mainly to the high Australian dollar (despite
the fall since early 2013), the low fibre yield of
the logs and competing supply from south east
Asian countries such as Vietnam and Thailand.
In May 2014 SEFE announced that it would
cease purchasing residual logs from VicForests
after December 2014.
VicForests’ responded to this situation by
committing to:
• meeting its obligations to both sawlog
customers and harvest and haul contractors;
• developing a plan to ensure all existing sales
and harvest and haul contracts are met, at a
reasonable cost;
• identifying possible new markets for residual
logs;
• identifying the most appropriate stand
management and harvesting regimes in East
Gippsland operations; and
• working with harvesting contractors to
identify ways to increasing the efficiency of
harvesting operations.

Demand for mixed species residual logs
during 2013-14 was also good. Steady sales
of mixed species residual log are forecast for
the Central Highlands. These logs are utilisted
in the production of corrugated cardboard
by Australian Paper. Future sales from East
Gippsland are less certain.
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Timber Sales Process
As outlined in last year’s Sustainability Report,
VicForests commenced the Timber Sales Process
in 2012-13. This major sawlog and residual
log allocation process aims to provide the
Victorian native timber industry with longer
term supply certainty, enabling it to invest and
innovate, thereby creating a sustainable and
viable long-term wood product industry and
maximising the long-term economic return to
Victoria generated by the State’s native timber
resources.
The process was designed following significant
consultation with existing sawlog and
residual log customers, a reference group
and through a Request for Information stage
(conducted during 2012-13) that provided
potential proponents with the opportunity to
suggest how the sales process may operate,
including the use of non-price criteria and sales
agreement terms and conditions.
The volume of ash and mixed species sawlog on
offer was based on the volumes forecast to be
available, in accordance with the 2013 Resource
Outlook.
A Request for Proposal phase was conducted
during September and October 2013, following
which proposals were evaluated against
a number of price and non-price criteria.
Proposals for the future purchase of sawlogs
were received from the majority of existing
customers, and from both existing and
potential customers for the residual log on
offer.
Demand for the ash sawlog and mixed species
sawlog from East Gippsland was greater than
the volume on offer, and the volume to be
contracted for sale for the short to medium
term is planned to complement the volume
expected to be available.
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There was less demand initially for mixed
species sawlog from the Central Highlands,
however it is possible that some ash mills may
transition to mixed species. The risk around
resource security limits the likelihood of a new
entrant investing in developing a new mill.
After the evaluation process, negotiations
commenced with short-listed proponents.
Due to the complexity of the negotiations, no
sawlog Timber Sale Agreements were executed
by 30 June 2014.
Following the execution of contracts, VicForests
will continue to seek new markets for the
uncontracted sawlog and residual log volume.
For the residual log resource on offer,
VicForests received a number of proposals that
sought to purchase logs for a wide variety of
uses, including:
• direct export for processing into veneer and
sawn timber;
• export and domestic use of logs for
the production of woodchips for paper
manufacture;
• conversion into charcoal; and
• conversion into ethanol, wood pellets and
biofuel, using a range of different processes.
A number of the proposals are technically
possible, but not yet commercially feasible.
However, with further technical and
commercial development, some of the ideas
could significantly expand the industry and
the products generated from harvesting
operations.

Economic

Business development activities
VicForests’ 2013-14 Corporate Plan stated that
the main goals for the organisation would be
to deliver improved profitability, help secure
the long-term future of the native hardwood
timber industry and improve the ecological
management of Victoria’s native forests. This
would be done in the context of the ongoing
allocation of timber resources through the
amended Sustainable Forests (Timber) Act 2004,
the transition to lower harvest levels in the
Central Highlands resulting from the recent
fires, and meeting the commercial challenges
of timber harvesting in East Gippsland.
During 2013-14 VicForests investigated a
number of potential revenue-generating
commercial opportunities. These included:
• regenerating 150 hectares of native forest in
East Gippsland on behalf of DEPI;
• preparing and establishing about 120
hectares of native forest for a private forest
grower in the Otway Ranges. This work
included site inspections, planning, site
treatment, site establishment and follow-up
surveys;

Dormit
Dormit Pty Ltd is one of VicForests’ largest
sawlog customers, purchasing about
160,000 tonnes of lower grade ash sawlog
for production into pallets. The company
has operated out of its Dandenong South
location since 1989 and out of Swifts
Creek since 2000.
Dormit manufactures about 800,000
pallets each year. The pallets are sold to
Chep Pty Ltd, the world’s largest pallet
and container pooling service. Chep is
owned by Brambles Ltd, an ASX listed
company. The hardwood pallets produced
have a number of advantages over
softwood or plastic pallets, particularly

• working with the East Gippsland Shire
Council on biomass opportunities;
• investigating the purchase of private land
for timber production and the feasibility
of creating, verifying and selling carbon
credits from private land in Victoria on the
voluntary carbon market. None of the land
investigated warranted further effort for
timber production purposes nor for carbon
credits, due to a lack of a carbon pricing
scheme; and
• managing bushland for a government
agency.
Undertaking these activities was useful to
assess the applicability of the organisation’s
current mix of skills to the kinds of
opportunities that may present themselves over
the next few years. In general, most of the land
management types of activities are too small to
generate a significant amount of revenue and
therefore unless greater returns are possible,
will not be pursued further.

their strength, longevity and their ability
to be repaired. Some of Dormit’s sawn
output is used as repair timber.
The pallet making process is entirely
automated, with the smaller diameter
logs sawn, docked, stacked, nailed and
painted in a single process. Approximately
4,000 pallets can be made each day.
Dormit employs more than 80 people
across their Dandenong South and Swifts
Creek operations.
The waste material generated by the
operations are sold for use in paper and
cardboard manufacture, as bedding in
the equestrian industry and as mulch.
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Business review
During 2013-14 VicForests undertook a business
review that aimed to identify opportunities
for savings that would enable the business to
become more profitable and sustainable.
Following broad internal consultation in mid2013, a number of proposals were received
from employees and management. These
included additional revenue proposals, cost
reduction proposals, general and specific
efficiency improvements and business structure
proposals.
Voluntary Departure Packages were offered
in late 2013. Thirteen employees accepted
packages. During the year a further three
employees also departed, with their positions
not replaced.
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The decrease in employees (FTE) from 112 to
98 people led to an organisational restructure,
with a reduction in the number of divisions,
and a re-alignment of a number of field
forester and other roles.
This re-alignment of roles has led to an
increased focus on training, to ensure that all
employees undertaking specific roles have the
required level of competencies.
The cost savings of the Business Review are
estimated to be approximately $1.7 million per
annum, comprising savings in salaries, vehicles
and accommodation costs.
Other outcomes of the review include improved
business planning and monitoring processes
to ensure tighter expenditure control, review
of harvest and haul terms and conditions, and
a review of facilities, offices, vehicles and the
provision of IT services.

Our people
Employment

Employees by location (FTE)

As at 30 June 2014, VicForests had 98.3 full time
equivalent (FTE) employees

Employees by employment type (FTE)
Full time

88%

Part time

12%

Female

Male

6%

19%

Central Highlands

7%

32%

Corporate Support
Office

16%

20%

Total

29%

71%

Female

Male

East Gippsland

Employees by category (FTE)
Employees by age group (FTE)
Female

Male

Level 2 and 3

10%

8%

18-30

5%

7%

Level 4 and 5

16%

47%

31-40

10%

23%

Level 6 and 7

1%

11%

41-50

6%

25%

Executive

2%

5%

51-60

6%

13%

Total

29%

71%

Over 60
Total

2%

3%

29%

71%

Table 9: Employee details
Note: All employees from levels two to seven
are on an Enterprise Bargaining Agreement.

Training and development
The ability for VicForests to undertake its
operations and achieve its strategy successfully
is dependent on the capability and capacity of
our workforce.
VicForests staff are well trained, highly skilled
and not easily replaced. As the organisation’s
most valuable resource, it is important to
ensure that all staff continue to develop their
skills to perform their roles in an efficient and
effective manner, and to meet future business
goals.
During 2013-14, over 770 training entries
were recorded, with 102 relating to OHS and
training, 497 relating to behavioural and
professional development, 162 relating to
operations and 10 inductions.
The OHS training focused on fatigue
awareness and management, and first
aid. The behavioural training continued to
focus on preventing bullying and sexual
harassment, human rights and responsibilities,
equal employment opportunity and cultural
awareness.

Operations training included rainforest
identification, landscape awareness, retention
harvest planning and machinery audits.
Training is provided using a range of internal
and external providers.
During 2014-15 VicForests will increase its focus
on training, partly because of the reduction in
staff numbers as a result of the business review,
as well as the need to continually develop its
staff. VicForests will reconsider:
• how it delivers its operations in the most
efficient and effective manner;
• the most appropriate location for staff;
• the ratio of regional to Melbourne-based
staff;
• the mix of skills required for traditional
forestry activities, compared with those
required for other forest management roles,
including fire prevention and suppression
activities; and
• the training required given the change in
skills mix.
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Contractor management
VicForests engages about 4512 harvest and
haul contracting companies who employ
approximately 380 staff13. These companies are
engaged as either harvest contractors, haulage
contractors, or both.
All contractors engaged by VicForests are
required to:
• hold a Timber Harvesting Operator’s Licence
or a Forest Operator’s Licence, both of which
are issued following successful completion of
Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) and
environmental care training;
• maintain a safety management system
that must comply with Australian Standard
4801 (Occupational Health and Safety Management Systems);
• abide by the Code of Practice for Timber
Production 2007, contract terms and
conditions, VicForests’ Coupe Plan and
VicForests Utilisation Procedures;
• have a qualified Log Grading Officer for
each operation; and
• have a nominated Logging Team Leader for
each operation.
VicForests monitors compliance with contracts
using a variety of methods, including
conducting formal audits of harvesting coupes
or road works every month. Following the
audits, which monitor compliance against
prescribed environmental, safety and quality
standards, contractors are required to conduct
any remedial works within a specified time, or
a non-conformance is recorded. The number
and severity of non-conformances is considered
when harvest contracts are up for renewal, or if
additional volume is available for allocating to
harvest contractors.
In 2013-14, harvest and haul contractors
achieved an overall environmental performance
score of 99 per cent, measured through direct
sampling.
In addition to harvest and haul contractors,
VicForests engaged about 60 other contract
businesses to provide services such as seed
collection, road construction and maintenance,
establishing and monitoring regeneration
following harvesting, and biodiversity services.
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Safety audits
The safety of the contractors engaged by
VicForests is a very high priority for the
organisation.
VicForests engages external Occupational
Health and Safety auditors to audit all harvest
and haulage contractors as well as minor
services contractors to ensure their Safety
Management System is effective, current and
complies with the Australian Standard 4801
(Occupational Health and Safety - Management
Systems).
The overall audit results indicate that
significant improvements have been made
to contractor safety management systems
in recent years. However the audit found
deficiencies in a number of safety systems.
VicForests worked with those contractors
during the year to ensure their systems comply
with the standard. By the completion of 201314 no contractors had critically deficient safety
management systems.
In addition to safety management system
audits, VicForests also conducts annual
audits on operations. Suitably qualified third
party auditors audit field operations against
legislative requirements, industry standards
and industry best practice. Whenever changes
are made to audit criteria, consultation with
harvest and haul contractors is undertaken.
A VicForests forester or senior forester
accompanies the auditor on all field audits,
enabling any critical items to be addressed
immediately. Corrective actions identified
during the audits are tracked using VicForests’
CAIR process to ensure completion.

12

The number of contractors can vary over the year

13

As at 30 June 2014

Our People

Occupational Health and Safety
Employees
VicForests’ 2013-14 safety results were the
best recorded since operations commenced in
2004. No lost time injuries were recorded for
employees, and our contractors also reduced
the number of lost time injuries recorded.
For employees, ‘Zero Harm’ (no lost time
injuries and no medically treated injuries) was
reported for eleven months, and for seven
months for contractors.
These results reflect the ongoing drive by the
organisation to make all operations safer, so
that ‘Zero Harm’ is achieved.
Some of the improvement is due to the focus
on ‘Near Miss’ reporting since 2011. The
benefit of recording ‘near misses’ has been
an increasing awareness of hazards and then
identifying and implementing corrective actions
designed to eliminate them. By analysing the
‘near miss’ data, VicForests has identified the
types of activities and the time of day injuries
are more likely to occur.

In 2014-15 VicForests will investigate using a
helmet-mounted camera to record walking
activities. The project will target times in
the late morning, particularly leading up to
lunchtime, and then the early afternoon.
All slips and trips will be recorded and
investigated.
VicForests also recorded fewer driving incidents
in all time periods except the early morning,
of which one resulted in a minor injury, as
well as fewer drivers receiving infringement
notices. Driver safety has been another focus
over the last few years, with over 80 employees
undertaking driving training courses since 2010
and the installation of GPS tracking units in
each VicForests vehicle. These tracking units
not only identify the location of vehicles for
safety purposes, but are also used to notify
management when drivers are speeding.
The incidences of speeding have significantly
declined since these devices were installed in
2012.
In 2014-15, VicForests will continue to focus
on ‘near miss’ reporting and will continue to
investigate all reported slips and trips.

Walking and driving are VicForests’ most
significant sources of incidents and injuries
comprising 88 per cent of all incidents in
2013-14. Of the walking incidents 33 per cent
occurred on a Wednesday and 29 per cent
on a Monday, while 50 per cent occurred
during early afternoon and 38 per cent in late
morning.
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Contractors
Contractor OHS results for 2013-14 were also
very good, although six lost time injuries were
recorded. The results were amongst the best
since VicForests took on the responsibility for
harvest and haulage operations in 2006.
Two of the injuries were as a result of truck
rollovers. Both occurred during high risk times
for fatigue. In 2014-15 VicForests will instigate
a project that will involve the installation of
driver cameras in three trucks to provide insight
into driver distraction and obvious indicators of
fatigue. The use of mobile phones and hands
free devices in trucks will also be a focus for the
2014-15 third-party audit program.

Compliance by contractors to their individual
Safety Management Systems remained a key
focus area during 2013-14. All contractors who
were audited addressed any identified nonconformances.
During 2013-14 VicForests also spent significant
time examining serious contractor-related
incidents, including the investigation and
review of all truck rollovers.
VicForests intends to maintain the focus on
Safety Management Systems in 2014-15 as they
are a key part of VicForests’ safety strategy.
Alcohol and drug random testing continued
during the year for both employees and
contractors, with no positive results recorded.

Employee 10 - year incident summary
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Figure 9: Employee 10 year incident summary
*Note: the lost time injury and lost time injury frequency rate and severity rate for employees in
2013-14 was zero.

Contractor 8 - year incident summary
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Figure 10: Contractor 8 year incident summary
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Governance
Corporate governance

• a risk-based approach to audit activities; and

VicForests is a State-owned business
responsible to the Minister for Agriculture
and Food Security and the Treasurer is its sole
shareholder.

• business continuity management.

VicForests’ directors are appointed by the
Minister, following a public application process,
and are selected based on merit and probity
checks.
Details about current Board members, the
committee structure, and other information
about the Board can be found in VicForests’
2013-14 Annual Report at
www.vicforests.com.au.

The risk management framework is designed to
allow risks and opportunities to be identified
and managed at all levels of the organisation.
The framework integrates operational risk
processes such as compliance, audit and selfassessment activities with broader external,
strategic and business objective based risks.
Risks are categorised into strategic, divisional,
OH&S, social and environmental and project.
VicForests manages its risks using the following
process:
• identify and assess business risks based upon
VicForests’ key objectives/goals;

Risk management
VicForests maintains a rigorous risk
management framework that is overseen
by the Board through its Audit and Risk
Committee.
To ensure a consistent approach to risk
management, VicForests’ risk management
processes are designed to be consistent with
the following standards and guidelines:
• AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009 Risk Management –
Principles and guidelines;
• Managing Risk Across the Public Sector –
Good Practice Guide 2004. Victorian Auditor
General’s Office; and
• Victorian Government Risk Management
Framework 2007.
VicForests’ risk management policy provides
for:
• A consistent approach to risk taking and
assessing and managing risk;
• increased confidence in strategic decisions
and forecast future earnings;
• improved understanding of emerging risk
issues;

• document mitigation actions and control
frameworks;
• assign a risk owner for each risk;
• perform risk impact and rating analysis
based on likelihood and consequence;
• develop and implement risk management
plans where appropriate;
• monitor, communicate and report; and
• control assessment. This involves rating
the importance of each control and the
confidence that the control is in place and
operational.
A risk management plan is developed annually
as part of VicForests’ business planning process
to set the risk management calendar for the
year and identify planned improvements and
changes to the risk management framework.
During 2013-14 VicForests implemented a
new risk management software. The new
system brings together all VicForests risk
and compliance registers, provides improved
reporting as well as an improved workflow
process. It also incorporates VicForests’ incident
management processes.
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Contribution to policy
development

VicForests is a member of:

VicForests contributes to policy formation
on issues that are relevant to our operations
and within the context of our status as a
government-owned business that operates in
accordance with Victorian Government policies
and priorities.

• Australian Forestry Standard;

During 2013-14, VicForests:
• continued to contribute to a number of the
Government’s Timber Industry Action Plan
projects. These included:


continuing a review of rotation lengths
for fast growing native species such as
Mountain Ash;



continuing the Timber Sales Process 2013
(refer to page 40); and



providing input into the review of the
Code of Practice for Timber Production,
DEPI management procedures and the
zoning review of the Central Highlands
Forest Management Plan.

• Provided submissions to:


Safe Work Australia national codes of
practice and guidance;



Renewable Energy Target review; and



DEPI’s Strategic Biodiversity Group.

• Continued to provide threatened species
data to DEPI based on the pre-harvest
surveys undertaken by VicForests;
• Participated in the Government’s
Leadbeater’s Possum Advisory Group (refer
to page 13);
• Worked with other forest growers and
industry participants in the development of:


a new forest operator’s licensing system,
following the planned cessation of
the current system resulting from the
amendments to the Sustainable Forests
(Timber) Act 2004;



a Log Haulage Manual, in conjunction
with ForestWorks; and



a standard method of using truck load
restraints.
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• Australian Forest Products Association;

• Bioenergy Australia;
• The Networked Emergency Organisation
which is responsible for fire and emergency
management;
• Forest Stewardship Council;
• Forest and Wood Products Australia;
• ForestWorks;
• Healesville Chamber of Commerce;
• Lilydale Chamber of Commerce; and
• Upper Yarra Historical Society.
VicForests also sits on the Board of Wood
Products Victoria and on the Victoria
Association of Forest industry’s Sustainability
Council.
In addition to the membership fees of the
organisations listed above, during 2013-14
VicForests contributed funding to Timber
Communities Australia.
No donations were made to political parties,
politicians or related institutions in 2013-14.

Compliance and audit
VicForests aims to comply with all legislative
requirements, contractual commitments and
other requirements, generally in accordance
with the Australian Standard A3806-2000 Compliance Programs. This standard specifies
that the organisation maintain a compliance
policy, instructions, defined responsibilities and
accountabilities, monitoring and reporting.
During 2013-14 VicForests transferred its
Obligations Register into VicForests’ new
risk management system – Risk Wizard. Risk
Wizard will also be used to record business
risks, Corrective Action and Incident Reports
and all issues and investigations. Training in
Risk Wizard has been provided to the majority
of VicForests’ staff, and the system will be
implemented fully in 2014-15.

Governance
The purpose of the Obligations Register is
to identify all legal and other requirements
relating to VicForests’ activities. The register
records specific compliance requirements, as
well as controls and compliance records.
VicForests monitors changes to legislation and
other obligations through a variety of means,
including subscriptions to a number of journals
and newsletters, a range of Government
advisory and information services and updates
from external lawyers and the Law Institute.
VicForests’ operations are audited regularly
by a number of external agencies, as well as
through Board and management internal audit
processes.
During 2013-14 the Victorian Auditor-General’s
Office (VAGO) conducted a performance audit
that examined whether Victoria’s native forest
timber resources on public land are being
managed in a productive and sustainable
way that delivers socio-economic benefits to
regional communities. The audit investigated
DEPI, VicForests and the Department of
Treasury and Finance. VAGO concluded that:

VAGO also audits VicForests’ financial
performance on an annual basis, as well as
other aspects of VicForests operations from
time to time.
During 2013-14 VicForests’ operations were
subject to a further five external audits and one
internal audit, covering both operations and
systems.
• July 2013

DEPI Forest Audit
Program Module 1

• October 2013

FSC Gap Audit

• December 2013

AFS Surveillance
Audit

• June 2014

AFS Surveillance
Audit

• June 2014

SFMS Internal Audit

• ‘VicForests has demonstrated that its
commercial decisions balance the need for
long-term economic returns with the need
to support a sustainable industry.’
• DEPI and VicForests demonstrate many
environmentally, socially and economically
sustainable practices in managing Victoria’s
native forest timber resources.
• VicForests can further improve the way it
estimates the sustainable harvest level.
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Summary of 2013-14 audit results
Audit
Description

Result

Victorian
3 recommendations
AuditorGeneral’s Office
Performance
Audit

Areas of Excellence

Areas for Improvement

• VicForests harvests at a
sustainable level

• Scheduling of sustainable
harvest levels

• Meeting responsibility
to manage impacts of
operations

• Clear and accurate
reconciliation of
regenerated and harvest
areas

• Commercial activities
demonstrate a balance,
provide profit and
benefit to regional
communities
DEPI FAP July
2013

6 recommendations

• High compliance of
audited coupes

• Improve assessment of
threats to biodiversity
and more transparently
manage risks and tradeoffs
• Inclusion of additional
detail on coupe planning
maps

• Protection of sensitive
environments was
• Improve compliance
conservative and values
with stream crossing and
correctly identified
drainage requirements
• Thorough supervision
and contractor
management by
VicForests

• Further consideration
of biodiversity and
protection of forest
elements during coupe
marking and burning
• Additional monitoring of
VicForests’ activities on
coupes following harvest
completion
• Develop a standard
procedure to manage risk
of Myrtle Wilt
• Document evidence of
appropriate disposal
of prescribed industrial
wastes generated on
coupes

Forest
Stewardship
Council gap
audit

Possible major nonconformances

• Strong system and
processes in place

Possible minor nonconformances

• Support from
management down to
• Traditional rights and
implement and improve
indigenous management
system
• High Conservation Value
consultation

SAI Global AFS 4 Areas of Concern
Surveillance
Audit December
2013

• Stakeholder engagement
process and social impact
assessments

• Maturing of system and • Minor areas for
addressing of issues as
improvement around
they arise
roading process and
documentation
• Field practices in
biodiversity
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Summary of 2013-14 audit results continued
Audit
Description

Result

SAI Global AFS
Surveillance
Audit June 2014

SFMS Internal
Audit Report
June 2014

Areas of Excellence

Areas for Improvement

• Management of
• Risk Wizard social and
additional values at Rusty
environment impacts rating,
and Crawler coupes
controls and review process

CAIRs to be
raised where
required

• Implementation of a
rolling component of the
internal audit process

• Consistency issues in roading
process and design

• System knowledge and
implementation by staff

• Consistency of coupe plans
and internal peer review
process

• Process and documentation
in regeneration planning and
operations

Areas for improvement and areas of concern
are entered and tracked in VicForests’ risk
management system.

VicForests undertakes a comprehensive
review of its SFMS annually. This review aims
to identify key themes and issues in order to
facilitate continual improvement in the system.
The information reviewed is generated from:

VicForests’ Internal Sustainable Forest
Management System audit and review

• the CAIR register;

During 2013-14 the Vicforests’ Sustainable
Forest Management System (SFMS) internal
audit program was undertaken as a rolling
plan, rather than as an intensive audit. This
approach sought to reduce the number of
intensive audits and to improve the capture
of ‘business as usual’ activities, this was
achieved by the audit team assessing elements
of the internal audit program when they
visited offices throughout the year, as well
as undertaking investigations and reviews as
required.

• VicForests’ risk register;
• the Communications Register;
• audits (internal SFMS & OHS audit, AFS
audits and DEPI’s Forest Audit Program);
• environmental breaches and alleged
breaches; and
• review of other aspects of the SFMS.
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Product responsibility

Key changes to the standard include:

All timber sold by VicForests is sourced from
operations conducted in accordance with our
SFMS which has been certified to the Australian
Forestry Standard since 2007.

• the development of a Forest Management
Plan;
• maintaining a stakeholder engagement plan;
• the maintenance and enhancement of
significant biodiversity;

The Australian Forestry Standard (AS 47082013) was reviewed and the revised version
released in 2013. For existing certificate
holders, such as VicForests, there was a
transition period towards meeting the revised
standard. VicForests’ most recent audit in
June 2014 was the final audit in the transition
process. The December 2014 audit will be
conducted against the requirements of the
revised standard.

• monitoring significant biodiversity;
• greater emphasis on the control of weeds;
and
• evidence that forest management is based
on scientific research.
VicForests is audited twice every year, by
independent auditors. A full re-certification
is conducted every three years. Any ‘Nonconformances’ or ‘Areas of Concern’ are
recorded as Corrective Action and Incident
Reports and registered in the risk management
system.

Number of ‘Areas of Concern’ raised from audits of VicForests’
Sustainable Forest Management System
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Figure 11: Number of ‘Areas of Concern’ over time
Note: 1 non conformance in 2012.
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The Australian Forestry Standard is
endorsed and recognised under the
Programme for the Endorsement of
Forest Certification (PEFC). More than
10.4 million hectares of Australian forest,
including native forests and plantations
are AFS certified. More than 253 million
hectares of forest worldwide is certified by
schemes endorsed and recognised by the
PEFC.
The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an
international, membership based, nonprofit organisation founded in 1993 by
environmentalists, social interest groups,
indigenous peoples’ organisations,
responsible retailers and leading forest
management companies to develop
standards based on the ‘10 Principles for
Forest Stewardship’ by which responsible
forest management can be measured.
Over 106 million hectares of forest is FSC
certified in 81 countries.

VicForests continued during 2013-14 to pursue
its aim of achieving certification to the FSC. A
pre-evaluation gap audit for both the FSC Full
Management and Controlled Wood standards
was conducted in late 2013. The audit report
was received in June 2014 and released publicly
soon after.
VicForests completed a self-assessment of the
audit report and commenced reviewing its
SFMS to align with FSC requirements.
Further work is required for the definition,
identification, management and monitoring of
high conservation value forests, management
and monitoring of indigenous use rights and
engagement with various stakeholder groups.
VicForests intends to undergo an audit against
the FSC Controlled Wood Standard in mid-2015.

Objectives and targets
In accordance with the Sustainable Forests
(Timber) Act 2004, VicForests is required to
develop initiatives and targets to support
the objectives of the Victorian Government’s
Sustainability Charter, to which VicForests is a
signatory.
VicForests addresses this requirement by
developing strategies and initiatives that are
included in VicForests’ Statement of Corporate
Intent and through the development of
VicForests’ SFMS Objectives and Targets.
Progress against the initiatives in VicForests’
2013 Statement of Corporate Intent was
reported on in VicForests’ 2013-14 Annual
Report.

The SFMS Objectives and Targets are set
following the annual review of the Sustainable
Forest Management System. Issues are
identified following analysis of audit results,
incidents or corrective actions raised during
the previous year and results from the Coupe
Monitoring program.
Progress against the 2013-14 Objectives and
Targets is shown in Appendix 1.
Of the 37 initiatives, objectives and targets and
other actions that aim to meet the objectives
of the Sustainability Charter, 30 were achieved,
four were partly achieved and ongoing,
one was not achieved, one was not due for
measurement and one was merged into a
separate trial.
The target not achieved was to prevent
damage to retained stands following thinning
operations – defined as less than 15 per cent of
the retained stems damaged during thinning
operations. Despite careful monitoring and
working with the contractor(s) in question,
this target has not been met for many years.
VicForests has determined to review the need
for this target, particularly whether damage
to retained mixed species stems leads to
significant degrade in the timber and therefore
loss of future value. The operational feasibility
of achieving the target will also be reviewed,
given the results achieved over many years.

Legal proceedings
In August 2011 a local environment group,
My Environment, sought an injunction to stop
harvesting operations in three coupes near
Toolangi, claiming that VicForests had failed
to correctly identify Leadbeater’s Possum
habitat. The matter went to trial in 2012 and
Justice Osborn in the Supreme Court of Victoria
delivered his judgement in favour of VicForests.
MyEnvironment appealed the decision and
the matter was heard in the Court of Appeal
on 24 June 2013. On 10 December 2013 the
Court handed down its judgment unanimously
upholding the Supreme Court’s original finding
that the harvesting operations near Toolangi
comply with Victoria’s regulatory framework.
The Court ordered that MyEnvironment pay
VicForests’ costs for both the trial and the
appeal. VicForests is endeavouring to recover
those costs from MyEnvironment in accordance
with due process.
No fines or non-monetary sanctions were
imposed on VicForests during 2013-14.
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Appendix 1:
Response to the Sustainability
Charter for Victoria’s State forests,
2013-14
Sustainability
Charter
objectives

VicForests’ initiatives, Sustainable
Forest Management System
objectives and targets and other
actions

Progress

1. To maintain
and conserve
biological
diversity in
State forests

Reduce ash sales and harvest levels
by 2017

Achieved. Implemented through the
ash sawlog volume on offer through
the Timber Sales Process. The estimated
availability has been reduced further
following the acceptance of the
recommendations of the Leadbeater’s
Possum Advisory Group.

Contribute to initiatives to
improve the management of
Leadbeater’s Possum habitat

Achieved. VicForests was an active
member of the Leadbeater’s Possum
Advisory Group. Following approval of
the recommendation by the Government
in April 2014, VicForests is fully or partly
responsible for the implementation of 10
out of the 13 recommendations.

Monitor estate for Myrtle Rust to
ensure identification and reporting
of any potential outbreaks

Achieved. No sightings.

No machine operation within any
Special Protection Zone, national
park or private property without
legal approval to do so

Achieved. 97% compliance. 2 breaches.
Instructions and marking procedures
amended following investigation of
breaches.

No regeneration burn leading
to an escape that is declared a
wildfire

Achieved. No burns declared a wildfire.

Improved processes for
protection of retained areas and
values potentially impacted by
regeneration burning

Partly achieved. Project to continue in
2014-15.

All significant environmental
values and threatened ecosystems
are appropriately protected

Achieved. No incidents of noncompliance.

No wildfires are a result of
VicForests’ operations

Partly achieved. See page 23.

All biodiversity values are
identified and appropriately
protected according to policies and
procedures

Achieved. All relevant staff completed
refresher course in rainforest
identification.

Implement prescriptions on coupes
to protect retained vegetation

Achieved.

Regenerate all coupes with local
seed

Achieved.
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Appendix 1
Response to the Sustainability Charter for Victoria’s State forests, 2013-14 continued
Sustainability
Charter
objectives

2. To maintain
and improve
the capacity
of forest
ecosystems to
produce wood
and non-wood
products

3. To promote
healthy forests
by actively
managing
disturbance

4. To maintain
and conserve
the soil and
water resources
of State forests

VicForests’ initiatives, Sustainable
Forest Management System
objectives and targets and other
actions

Progress

Creation of additional VicForests
reserves where threatened species
are located during pre-harvest
fauna surveys

Achieved. 7004 hectares of additional
VicForests reserves created.

Long-term monitoring programs
- retained trees and root
regenerating species

Retained tree program incorporated
into Regrowth Retention Harvesting
trial.

Identify potential forest
management and other
opportunities

Achieved.

Reduce ash sales and harvest levels
by 2017

Achieved. See comment above.

Prevent damage to retained stands
following thinning operations

Not achieved. 50% compliance
following coupe monitoring audits.
A review of the prescriptions relating
to damage to retained stands will be
undertaken in 2014-15.

Regenerate all harvested coupes

Achieved. 2,242ha of harvested areas
regenerated.

Thin suitable coupes to increase
future volume of high quality
sawlog

Achieved. 51ha of forest thinned.

Monitor estate for Myrtle Rust to
ensure identification and reporting
of any potential outbreaks

Achieved. No sightings.

No regeneration burn leading
to an escape that is declared a
wildfire

Achieved. No burns declared a
wildfire.

Implement VicForests’ pest and
disease management instruction

Achieved. Pests and diseases identified
pre- and post-harvest.

Contribute to the Victorian
Government’s fire suppression
effort

Achieved. Nearly half of VicForests
employees assisted the suppression
efforts of the East Gippsland fires in
early 2014.

No machine operation within any
Special Protection Zone, national
park or private property without
legal approval to do so

Achieved. 97% compliance. Two
breaches. Instructions and marking
procedures amended following
investigation of breaches.

All significant environmental
values and threatened ecosystems
are appropriately protected

Achieved. No incidents of noncompliance.

All watercourses and riparian
vegetation are appropriately
protected

Achieved. Over 99% compliance.
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Appendix 1
Response to the Sustainability Charter for Victoria’s State forests, 2013-14 continued
Sustainability
Charter
objectives

VicForests’ initiatives, Sustainable
Forest Management System
objectives and targets and other
actions

Progress

All watercourses and riparian
vegetation are appropriately
protected

Achieved. Over 99% compliance.

No wildfires are a result of
VicForests’ operations

Partly achieved. See page 23.

Implement prescriptions aimed to
protect State forest soil and water
resources

Achieved. 99% compliance.

Long-term monitoring program –
soil compaction

Not planned for measurement in
2013-14

5. To maintain
and better
understand the
role of Victoria’s
forests in the
global carbon
cycles

No target set

6. To maintain
and enhance
the socioeconomic
benefits of
State forests
to Victorian
communities

Identify potential forest
management and other
opportunities

Achieved.

Position the business to reduce
debt through improved
profitability and cash flow

Achieved. See 2013-14 Annual Report.

Implement the outcomes of the
Business Review by 30 June 2014

Achieved. Actions included offering
and acceptance of Voluntary Departure
Packages, organisational restructure,
improved business planning and
monitoring processes to ensure tighter
expenditure control, review of harvest
and haul terms and conditions, and a
review of facilities, offices, vehicles and
provision of IT services.

Reduce ash sales and harvest levels
by 2017

Achieved. See comment above.

Achieve progress towards Forest
Stewardship Council certification

Partly achieved - ongoing. A gap audit
was undertaken in late 2013 and the
report released publicly. Based on the
identified gaps, VicForests now aims to
apply for Controlled Wood certification
in mid-2015 and full certification the
following year.

Review the capacity to manage
the costs and risks associated with
commercially marginal operations

Achieved.
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Appendix 1
Response to the Sustainability Charter for Victoria’s State forests, 2013-14 continued
Sustainability
Charter
objectives

VicForests’ initiatives, Sustainable
Forest Management System
objectives and targets and other
actions

Progress

Complete the Timber Sales Process
2013

Partly achieved - ongoing. Process
to date has included finalisation of
the request for information phase,
registration phase and request for
proposals phase. The evaluation
phase, which includes negotiations
with proponents is continuing.
Offers to successful proponents have
commenced.

Identify, develop and test other
business opportunities

Achieved - ongoing.

Identify and determine future of
non-commercial activities

Achieved.

All known indigenous or
cultural values are located and
appropriately protected

Achieved. No incidents of noncompliance.

No collisions with school buses

Achieved. No incidents.

Harvest over 1.3 million m of
timber, the majority of which is
processed in regional Victoria

Partly achieved. Harvested over 1.2
million m3 of timber.

Engagement of approximately 380
contractors

Achieved.

Community engagement program
including sponsorships

Achieved.

Significant contribution to the
maintenance of the State forest
road network

Achieved.

Achieve progress towards Forest
Stewardship Council certification

Partly achieved - ongoing. See
comment above.

Manage identified high risk issues
in appropriate time

Achieved. All high risk issues addressed
as at 30 June.

Operate in accordance with all
relevant acts and regulations

Achieved. No breaches identified
during 2013-14.

3

7. To ensure
Victoria’s legal,
institutional
and economic
frameworks
effectively
support the
sustainable
management of
State forests

2013-14 Corporate Initiative
2013-14 Sustainable Forest Management System objective and target
Other actions
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Appendix 2:
IUCN red list and EPBC list of
threatened fauna and flora
Species

Common Name

EPBC category

IUCN Red List

Psuedemoia cryodroma Alpine Bog Skink

Endangered

Not listed

Galaxias fuscus

Barred Galaxias

Endangered

Critically endangered

Philoria frosti

Baw Baw Frog

Endangered

Critically endangered

Gymnobelideus
leadbeateri

Leadbeaters Possum

Endangered

Endangered

Potorous longipes

Long-footed Potoroo

Endangered

Endangered

Psueudomys fumeus

Smoky Mouse

Endangered

Endangered

Maccullochella
macquariensis

Trout Cod

Endangered

Endangered

Thaumatoperla alpina

Alpine Stonefly

Endangered

Not listed

Litoria verreauxii alpina Alpine Tree Frog

Vulnerable

Least concern

Galaxiella pusilla

Dwarf Galaxias

Vulnerable

Vulnerable

Megascolides australis

Giant Gippsland
Earthworm

Vulnerable

Endangered

Litoria aurea

Green and Golden Bell Vulnerable
Frog

Vulnerable

Litoria raniformis

Growling Grass Frog

Endangered

Litoria littlejohni

Large brown tree Frog Vulnerable

Least concern

Anthochaera phrygia

Regent Honeyeater

Endangered

Critically endangered

Mixophyes balbus

Southern Barred Frog

Vulnerable

Vulnerable

Dasyurus maculatus
maculatus

Spot-tailed Quoll

Endangered

Near Threatened

Polytelis swainsonii

Superb Parrot

Vulnerable

Least concern

Miniopterus
schreibersii bassanii

Southern Bent-wing
Bat

Critically Endangered

Not listed

Perameles gunnii

Eastern Barred
Bandicoot (mainland
form)

Endangered

Near threatened

Cyclodomorphus
praealtus

Alpine She-oak Skink

Endangered

Not listed

Caladenia concolor

Crimson Spider Orchid

Vulnerable

Not listed

Acacia
caerulescensulescens

Limestone Blue Wattle Vulnerable

Not listed

Thesium australe

Austral Toad-flax

Vulnerable

Not listed

Eucalyptus crenulata

Buxton Gum

Endangered

Not listed

Fauna

Vulnerable

Flora
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Appendix 2
IUCN red list and EPBC list of threatened fauna and flora continued
Species

Common Name

EPBC category

IUCN Red List

Glycine latrobeana

Clover Glycine

Vulnerable

Not listed

Pomaderris subplicata

Concave Pomaderris

Vulnerable

Not listed

Pterostylis cucullata

Leafy Greenhood

Vulnerable

Not listed

Prasophyllum frenchii

Maroon Leek Orchid

Endangered

Not listed

Thelymitra
epipactoides

Metallic Sun-orchid

Endangered

Not listed

Swainsona recta

Mountain Swainsonpea

Endangered

Endangered

Euphrasia collina ssp.
Muelleri

Purple Eyebright

Endangered

Not listed

Thelymitra matthewsii

Spiral Sun-Orchid

Vulnerable

Not listed

Xerochrysum palustre

Swamp Everlasting

Vulnerable

Not listed

This list is a compilation of the species on the Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) and/or the International Union for Conservation of Nature
(IUCN) list that may occur in the areas in which VicForests operates. A regionally specific list of the
species VicForests actively manages for can be found in Appendix 1 and 2 of VicForests’ Operating
Procedures – Regulatory Handbook:
http://www.vicforests.com.au/files/dbkixdmfrz/VicForests-Operating-Procedures---RegulatoryHandbook-v2.1.pdf
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Appendix 3:
Global Reporting Initiative content
index
GRI

What

Cross reference or
direct answer

Page

GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES
STRATEGY AND ANALYSIS
G4-1

Statement from the CEO

Chief Executive
Officer's report

3

OrganisationAL PROFILE
G4-3

Name of the organisation

About VicForests

4

G4-4

Primary brands, products, and services

About VicForests

4

G4-5

Location of the organisation’s headquarters

About VicForests

4

G4-6

The number of countries where the organisation
About VicForests
operates, and names of countries where either the
organisation has significant operations or that are
specifically relevant to the sustainability topics covered in
the report.

4

G4-7

Nature of ownership and legal form.

About VicForests

4

G4-8

Markets served (including geographic breakdown, sectors About VicForests
served, and types of customers and beneficiaries).

4

G4-9

• Scale of the organisation, including:

About VicForests

4

• Total number of employees

Our people

• Total number of operations

About VicForests

43
4

See VicForests’ 2013-14
Annual Report on our
• Total capitalization broken down in terms of debt and website:
www.vicforests.com.au
equity (for private sector organisations)
• Net sales (for private sector organisations) or net
revenues (for public sector organisations)

• Quantity of products or services provided
G4-10

Total number of employees by employment contract and Our people
gender.
Total number of permanent employees by employment
type and gender.
Total workforce by employees and supervised workers
and by gender.
Total workforce by region and gender.
Portion of the organisation’s work is performed by
workers who are legally recognized as self-employed,
or by individuals other than employees or supervised
workers, including employees and supervised employees
of contractors.
Significant variations in employment numbers (such as
seasonal variations in employment in the tourism or
agricultural industries).
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Appendix 3

GRI

What

Cross reference or
direct answer

G4-14

How the precautionary approach or principle is
addressed by the organisation.

Sustainable Forest
Management Policy

6

G4-15

Externally developed economic, environmental and social Sustainable Forest
charters, principles, or other initiatives to which the
Management Policy
organisation subscribes or which it endorses.

6

G4-16

Memberships of associations (such as industry
associations) and national or international advocacy
organisations in which the organisation:

Page

Contribution to policy
development

48

• Holds a position on the governance body
• Participates in projects or committees
• Provides substantive funding beyond routine
membership dues
• Views membership as strategic
IDENTIFIED MATERIAL ASPECTS AND BOUNDARIES
G4-17

All entities included in the organisation’s consolidated
financial statements or equivalent documents.

VicForests is a sole
entity

Any entity included in the organisation’s consolidated
financial statements or equivalent documents is not
covered by the report.
G4-18

The process for defining the report content and the
Aspect Boundaries.

Report content

7

How the organisation has implemented the Reporting
Principles for Defining Report Content.
G4-19

All the material Aspects identified in the process for
defining report content.

Report content

7

G4-20

Aspects material within the organisation:

Report content

7

• If the Aspect is not material for all entities within the
organisation (as described in G4-17), select one of the
following two approaches and report either:


The list of entities or groups of entities included in
G4-17 for which the Aspect is not material or



The list of entities or groups of entities included in
G4-17 for which the Aspects is material
• Any specific limitation regarding the Aspect Boundary
within the organisation
G4-21

The Aspect Boundary outside the organisation:

Not applicable

• whether the Aspect is material outside of the
organisation
• if the Aspect is material outside of the organisation,
the entities, groups of entities or elements for which
the Aspect is material. In addition, the geographical
location where the Aspect is material for the entities
identified
• any specific limitation regarding the Aspect Boundary
outside the organisation
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Appendix 3
Cross reference or
direct answer

GRI

What

Page

G4-22

The effect of any restatements of information
provided in previous reports, and the reasons for such
restatements.

About this report

5

G4-23

Significant changes from previous reporting periods in
the Scope and Aspect Boundaries.

About this report

5

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
G4-24

List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organisation.

Stakeholder
engagement

29

G4-25

The basis for identification and selection of stakeholders
with whom to engage.

Stakeholder
engagement

28

G4-26

The organisation’s approach to stakeholder engagement, Stakeholder
including frequency of engagement by type and by
engagement
stakeholder group, and an indication of whether any of
the engagement was undertaken specifically as part of
the report preparation process.

28

G4-27

Key topics and concerns that have been raised through
stakeholder engagement, and how the organisation has
responded to those key topics and concerns, including
through its reporting. Report the stakeholder groups
that raised each of the key topics and concerns.

29

Stakeholder
engagement

REPORT PROFILE
G4-28

Reporting period

About this report

5

G4-29

Date of most recent previous report

About this report

5

G4-30

Reporting cycle

About this report

5

G4-31

The contact point for questions regarding the report or
its contents.

Back cover

G4-32

The ‘in accordance’ option the organisation has chosen.

About this report

5

About this report

5

The GRI Content Index for the chosen option.
The reference to the External Assurance Report, if the
report has been externally assured.
G4-33

The organisation’s policy and current practice with
regard to seeking external assurance for the report

GOVERNANCE
G4-34

The governance structure of the organisation, including
committees of the highest governance body. Committees
responsible for decision-making on economic,
environmental and social impacts.

See VicForests' 2013-14
Annual Report on our
website:
www.vicforests.com.au

ETHICS AND INTEGRITY
G4-56

The organisation’s values, principles, standards and
About VicForests
norms of behavior such as codes of conduct and codes of
ethics.
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Appendix 3

GRI

Cross reference or
direct answer

What

Page

SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES
CATEGORY: ECONOMIC
MATERIAL ASPECT: ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
G4-EC1

Direct economic value generated and distributed

See VicForests' 2013-14
Annual Report on our
website:
www.vicforests.com.au

G4-EC2

Risks and opportunities posed by climate change that
have the potential to generate substantive changes in
operations, revenue or expenditure

Carbon

26

Commercial
performance

35

Regional employment

34

Carbon

26

Water supply and
quality

24

MATERIAL ASPECT: INDIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACTS
G4-EC8

Significant indirect economic impacts, including the
extent of impacts

CATEGORY: ENVIRONMENTAL
MATERIAL ASPECT: ENERGY
G4-EN3

Energy consumption within the organisation

MATERIAL ASPECT: WATER
G4-EN22 Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of
water
MATERIAL ASPECT: BIODIVERSITY
G4-EN11 Operational sites owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent Protecting threatened
to, protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value
species
outside protected areas

12

G4-EN12 Description of significant impacts of activities, products,
and services on biodiversity in protected areas and areas
of high biodiversity value outside protected areas

Protecting threatened
species

12

G4-EN13 Habitats protected or restored

Protecting threatened
species

12

Harvesting and
regeneration

17

Pests and diseases

27

Appendix 2: IUCN red
list

58

Carbon

26

Compliance and audit

48

G4-EN14 Total number of IUCN Red List species and national
conservation list species with habitats in areas affected
by operations, by level of extinction risk
MATERIAL ASPECT: EMISSIONS
G4EN15,
EN16,
EN17,
EN21

Direct greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (Scope 1)

MATERIAL ASPECT: COMPLIANCE
G4-EN29 Monetary value of significant fines and total number
of non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with
PR9
environmental laws and regulations
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GRI

Cross reference or
direct answer

What

Page

CATEGORY: SOCIAL
SUB-CATEGORY: LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT WORK
MATERIAL ASPECT: OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
G4-LA6

Type of injury and rates of injury, occupational diseases,
lost days, and absenteeism, and total number of workrelated fatalities, by region and by gender

Occupational Health
and Safety

45

Training and
development

43

Employment

43

MATERIAL ASPECT: TRAINING AND EDUCATION
G4-LA10 Programs for skills management and lifelong learning
that support the continued employability of employees
and assist them in managing career endings
MATERIAL ASPECT: DIVERSITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
G4-LA12 Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of
employees per employee category according to gender,
age group, minority group membership, and other
indicators of diversity

See VicForests’ 2013-14
Annual Report on our
website:
www.vicforests.com.au

SUB-CATEGORY: SOCIETY
MATERIAL ASPECT: INDIGENOUS RIGHTS
G4-SO1

Total number of incidents of violations involving rights of Indigenous
indigenous peoples and actions taken
engagement

32

MATERIAL ASPECT: LOCAL COMMUNITIES
G4-SO1

Percentage of operations with implemented local
community engagement, impact assessments, and
development programs

Stakeholder
engagement

28

Contribution to policy
development

48

MATERIAL ASPECT: PUBLIC POLICY
G4-SO6

Total value of political contributions by country and
recipient/beneficiary

Table of acronyms
Acronym Definition

Acronym Definition

AFS

Australian Forestry Standard

LTIFR

CAIR

Corrective Action and Incident Report

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

NSW

New South Wales

DEPI

Department of Environment and Primary

OH&S

Occupational Health and Safety

Industries

OHSCC

Occupational Health and Safety Consultative

EBIT

Earnings before interest and tax

ENGO

Environmental Non-Government Organisation

EPBC Act

Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999

FSC
FTE

Committee
PEFC

Programme for the Endorsement of Forest
Certification

REDD

Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and
Forest Degradation

RFA

Regional Forest Agreement

RFP

Request for Proposal

SFMS

Sustainable Forest Management System

TIAP

Timber Industry Action Plan

Nature

TRP

Timber Release Plan

Lost Time Injury

VEAC

Victorian Environmental Assessment Council

Full Time Equivalent
Global Positioning System

GRI

Global Reporting Initiative

LTI

lost time injuries per million hours worked)

Forest Stewardship Council

GPS

IUCN

Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate (number of

International Union for Conservation of
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